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Over the last few years, I’ve heard
drivers who have been competing at various levels say, “it isn’t as much fun anymore.” That makes me sad. Equestrians
from different disciplines have often commented that drivers seem to get along
so well compared to riders in the world
of dressage, hunter-jumpers, and breed
shows, among others. Part of the reason
was that drivers had to get along because
carriage driving by its nature requires help:
help to load and unload equipment, help to
head the horse while putting to, help when
a piece of equipment breaks. Maybe that’s
not a problem for the uber-wealthy, but it
is true for the other 99% of us.
Lately, I’ve noticed less mingling among
competitors and their crews at social gatherings at the shows. Is it just me, or have
you noticed it too? Yes, when it comes
right down to it, it is a competition, and we
do want to beat the other guy, but driving
has always been more than just a competition. Almost every organized driving activity includes a social gathering of some sort:
a wine and cheese reception, a competitors’ party, a post-drive potluck. I believe
that many club rosters include people who
don’t drive now, and perhaps have never
driven but join for social reasons.
We should all make an effort to reach
out and make new friends, especially new
drivers. Make them feel welcome. I tend
to drift toward people I know instead of
sitting down at a table with people I don’t
know, but when I have, I’ve been glad that
I did.
Let’s not let some of the stories that filter down through gossip and social media

to discourage us – particularly if you are
a new driver – from aspiring to ‘go for the
gold’ if this is your dream. Hardy Zantke
once wrote in a column that “we are the
captains of our ship.” We can choose to
have fun, choose to surround ourselves
with positive, helpful people, and choose
to tune out the negativity. We can focus
on the love we have for our equine friends
and this sport that brings up together. This
is an excellent concept to keep in mind as
we approach the season of giving thanks
and celebration.
There are many opportunities for drivers to compete and have fun, whether it is
at a sanctioned competition or a gathering
of friends. The American Driving Society
continues to add activities to their rule
book that are less labor-intensive, less expensive (for organizers and drivers alike),
and encouraging to new drivers. You can
make up your own activity. I enjoyed reading in Diane McKay’s Longears column
about the fun things that Annie participates in with her donkeys. Barrel racing?
Why not?
I hope you’ll enjoy our first Holiday Catalog in this issue and take advantage of the
special offers that are included. And while
you are beginning to make your gift-giving
lists, don’t forget that a subscription to
Driving Digest is a gift your driving friends
will enjoy all year.
We were sad to hear that Equine Journal has stopped publishing its magazine. It
is vital to support your favorite print publications with your subscriptions and advertising, especially independent publications
that are not subsidized by an association.

If you move or have an address change, please notify us immediately. The post office
will not forward magazines unless you subscribe for first-class delivery. They are
returned to us and we are charged as well!
The next issue (223) will be dated January/February 2020
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News Bits

Items of interest

Recorded Webinar on Equestrian Trail Design
for Urban Multi-Use Trails Now Available
American Trails and Equine Land Conservation Resource co-hosted our latest
webinar on August 22, 2019, “Equestrian
Trail Design for Urban Multi-Use Trails,”
sponsored by RHINO Marking and Protection Systems. The webinar focused
on equestrian access and sustainable
design for urban shared use and equestrian trails.
This popular webinar is recorded and
archived at the American Trails website:
americantrails.org/training/equestriantrail-design-for-urban-multi-use-trails.
Important trail issues for trail advocacy
are discussed, as are new ideas about the
integration of equestrian riding into our
urbanized areas and shared use trail sysNOTICE: In the previous issue the report
on the American Driving Society’s North
American Preliminary Championships held
at the Metamora Combined Driving Event
(Metamora – Still Going Strong after 35 Years)
omitted one of the champions. Beverly Patrick
was the winner with her four-in-hand of Fell
ponies. We congratulate all the winners.

2008 Welsh/QH Gelding
Bay Pony 14.1h.
Drives and rides.
Professionally trained.
Shown successfully at
Prelim CDE. Sound, no vices.
Zilco harness and easy entry
carriage also available. $6600.
Reading PA. 610-223-6262.
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tems. Discover how trails can successfully interface with disabled and other user
group needs, citing key materials and
tread surfacing that are horse-friendly
from both a safety and best practices-sustainability perspective.
Webinar presenters included Matthew
Woodson and Jim Coffman. Matthew
Woodson is president of Okanogan Trail
Construction (OTC), an award-winning
trail design, building, and maintenance
company working globally. OTC has been
serving public and private clients for over
thirty years, with expertise in performing
heavy-duty construction in a wide range
of wild, rural, and urban regions. For more
information, visit okanogantrail.com.

Jim Coffman’s experience combines
over 30 years of environmentally conscious and sustainable public and private
sector planning and landscape architecture work and teaching at the university
level. Jim is one of the co-authors of the
Equestrian Design Guidebook for Trails,
Trailheads, and Campgrounds for the
US Forest Service. Jim’s company, Coffman Studio, creates complete streets,
bicycle, pedestrian, and urban core design guidelines and provides design/
construction oversight for urban paths
and trails. For more information, visit
coffmanstudio.com.
The webinar recording is free to
watch.

•

AMHA Board Unanimously Approves
Home Office Relocation Proposal
At the third-quarter board meeting held
Saturday, September 7, in Las Vegas, Nevada, The American Morgan Horse Association’s (AMHA) board of directors unanimously approved the recommendation
to relocate the AMHA home office. The
office will relocate to the grounds of the
Kentucky Horse Park in Lexington, Kentucky, and the main transition will take
place during the holiday period between
Christmas and the New Year. However, it
is expected that while the new office location will open on January 2, 2020, the
current office will remain open through
January 31, 2020.
The extensive and thorough presentation made by the ad-hoc “Lease Review
Committee” can be found on the AMHA
website morganhorse.com/upload/photos/105509.09.19_Relocation_Presentation_Approved.pdf.
AMHA’s administration will be meeting
individually with the current AMHA staff
members to review possible transition
opportunities as well as researching and
obtaining proposals regarding all logistics
of such a relocation.
In continuing with the board’s mission
to maintain transparency with the membership in all endeavors, updates and

additional supporting documents will be
provided as available. The board will continue to keep the membership advised of
the progress of this transition.
The AMHA leadership is truly appreciative of all the formal input received before the acceptance of this proposal and
wishes to thank each member who took
the time to formally submit their thoughts
of both support and concern. This milestone decision was made with the single,
united purpose of upholding the AMHA’s
mission of preserving, promoting, and
perpetuating the American Morgan Horse
for generations to come. AMHA also acknowledges and will continue working
hard to ensure that the history and legacy
of the Morgan’s New England heritage are
not lost, but rather celebrated by all.
Comments can be directed to the
AMHA Office info@morganhorse.com
or AMHA President Mari Sanderson at
Morgans4show@gmail.com.
Founded in 1909, the American Morgan Horse
Association is a non-profit organization serving more
than 50,000 Morgan horse owners, breeders, exhibitors,
and enthusiasts throughout the United States. AMHA
serves as a parent organization to more than 90 recognized Morgan horse clubs and national service organizations. For more information, visit www.morganhorse.com.
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Association News

Notes from the national organizations and committees

American Driving Society, Inc.
Join us in Weirsdale, Florida, December
5-8 for the 2019 ADS Annual Meeting and
45th Anniversary Celebration and Gala!
Bring your horses or ponies and compete
during the fun weekend that includes a
Combined Test, Derby, Safari Drive, and exhibition of the new
ADS dressage tests. Too far to bring your equines and carriage?
Spend the weekend with us while we celebrate 45 years of carriage driving education, organization, promotion, and fun! Make
sure to join us for the Gala to receive your Driven Dressage

United States Equestrian Federation, Inc.

Awards, North American Calculated Championships, Hours to
Drive pins, Youth Championships, and more. The schedule and
registration info can be found at americandrivingsociety.org.
Cavallo has partnered with The American Driving Society,
Inc. to offer the ADS membership a 20% discount on all of their
products and a chance to win free hoof boots in each issue of
The Whip. Look through your November 2019 Whip and locate
the Cavallo Hoof Boot ad, follow the instructions to win a pair
of boots!
—Abbie Trexler, ADS Executive Director

The Carriage Association of America
The 2019 CAA Carriage Conference in
Germantown, Tennessee, was billed as
“Southern Charm, Carriages and BBQ,”
and it was all that and more. The Nashoba
Carriage Association sponsored the cold drinks and snacks, which
were greatly appreciated during the warm summer days. The conference talks were wonderful – Gloria Austin, Jack Day, Charlie
Poppe, Jerry Rider, and David Saunders filled their panels with
great information, humorously presented. Jerry Trapani spoke on
the CAA Proficiency Program, and Sally Armstrong conducted a
CAA chapter meeting. The welcome dinner at Jimmy and Tempe
Chancellor’s farm will be talked about for quite some time, especially Jimmy’s homemade pound cake.
Thursday was the Carriage Showcase judging, which is much
like a judged car show, only with carriages. There were eight
Carriage Showcase entries and one entry in our new, display
only, category of wagons. It was a replicated Springfield freight
wagon that has been converted into a working chuck wagon;
many thanks to Steve Gibson for bringing it. The judges this year
for the Showcase were Colonel Davis, Dale De Haan, and Ken
Wheeling with Gary Grisham acting as an apprentice judge; Craig
Paulson was the chair and organizer.
Trophy awards were awarded on Friday to the following:
• Carl Casper Trophy: Tom and Gloria Burgess for their
Brewster Morning Basket Phaeton
• Sidney Latham Award: Tom and Gloria Burgess for their
Healey Spider Phaeton

• Ken Sowles People’s Choice Award: Kate Bushman for her
Healey Wicker Phaeton
• Davis Documentation Award: Tom & Gloria Burgess for the
Healey Spider Phaeton
Friday was made extra special by a talk on driving cones by Jim
Fairclough, along with lessons. We finished out the day with a
lovely riverboat cruise down the Mississippi River.
Video of the Saturday discussion on Bits, Whips, and Harness along with the Tandem Demo will be made available to CAA
members via the Members Only webpage. Many thanks to Lynn
and Raymond Tuckwiller for turning out their long-trace tandem
to complement Gloria Austin’s short-trace tandem. Saturday’s
drinks, snacks, and fish fry were sponsored by Driving Essentials, Glinkowski Carriages, and Zilco Harness. The Germantown
Charity Horse Show helped close out our day with a wine and
cheese reception while Steve Gibson talked about chuckwagon
cooking. We completed the conference with a visit to historic
Wildwood Barn, where we also learned more about the history of
the horses in the area.
The 2019 CAA Carriage Conference was deemed a success
by the 100+ attendees, many of whom were first-time attendees.
Our next educational venture is the CAA Carriage Symposium
in Herndon, Virginia. Taking place on January 23-25, 2020, the
event will feature ten national and international speakers as well
as special carriage tours.
—Jill Ryder, Executive Director

United States Driving for the Disabled, Inc.
Our para-drivers have been competing
throughout the U.S. Many have big plans
this winter to qualify for the 2020 FEI
Para-Equestrian World Championships. There has been one
submitted bid to the FEI to host this competition in Germany
next August. We are very excited about the opportunity. We will
have to start fundraising to help these inspiring drivers compete
for the USA next year. To save on costs, many of our drivers lease
horses/ponies in Europe. Can you even imagine competing with
an unfamiliar equine at a World Championships, and you have
a disability to boot? Our drivers with a disability all deserve
our respect.
Our Accessible Carriage program has stalled a bit this summer, but it is back in the works, ironing out a few issues with the
8 • DRIVING DIGEST 

seat going up and down level. When the model of the carriage is
in California, and the new carriages are being made in Wisconsin,
it takes a bit of ingenuity and many photos and measurements
sent back and forth.
We are busy planning a clinic in Florida this winter at the
Koopman’s. If you are interested, please let us know. We would
like to schedule some other clinics throughout the USA this winter and spring. Please let us know where you are going to be.
We plan on a few introduction to carriage driving clinics. The
USEF is working on a Para-Driving Center of Excellence program modeled after the Para-Dressage Center of Excellence program. This is exciting news to help us develop more drivers at
the grassroots level.
—Diane Kastama, President USDFD
November/December 2019 Issue 222

The Kentucky Classic CAI 1*/2* and CDE
(Paris, KY) was an incredibly successful
event boasting of excellent competitorfocused hospitality and pristine grounds.
Horse Network and Wrigley Media joined
us to create exciting multimedia promotions for combined driving – our sport has never been featured so well. Definitely put the
Kentucky Classic on your calendar for the future.
Other events and Championships include Garden State CDE
(Allentown, NJ), which hosted the USEF Preliminary and Intermediate Combined Driving National Championships, and
likely the last Katydid CAI 2* and CDE (Windsor, SC) hosting
the USEF Advanced Single Horse Combined Driving National
Championship.
September was packed with FEI Driving World Championships for several U.S. athletes who held fast and worked hard.
We sent our very first U.S. entry of Leslie Berndl and her horse
‘Impressive’ to the FEI Driving World Championship for Young
Horses in Hungary; we hope to generate more interest in these
championships in the future. Immediately following that, the FEI
Driving World Pair Championship was held in Drebkau, Germany, with athletes Jacob Arnold, James Miller, and Steve Wilson
representing the U.S. team. Together, they arrived with high
hopes and expectations, and held their own among the largest
Pair Championships to date. Following that, U.S. athletes Leslie
Berndl and Mary Phelps began their long haul to Hungary for the
FEI Driving World Championships for Ponies. Mary Phelps and

her ‘gangster’ ponies surprised us all by finishing the competition
with a bang – she took first place in the Cones competition, being
the only pony pair to drive a clean cones course with just a few
time penalties. She made the U.S. very proud!
A few rising stars to thank:
Dr. Jonathan Furlong has been taking the reins from his father,
Dr. Brendan Furlong, as the U.S. Driving Team Vet for Events
and Championships. Dr. Jon assisted his father during WEG 2018
and then continued this year with our team at Aachen and then
the World Pair Championship. He provides outstanding care and
confidence for the team. Another leader who rose to the occasion was (new) Chef d’Equipe Dee Aldrich. Over the last year,
Dee jumped at every opportunity to learn and gain experience as
a chef d’equipe, committing herself to the task wholeheartedly.
She is professional, organized, and has a great understanding of
the sport from top to bottom.
As another year comes to a close, and the next season begins, my message remains the same: Driving must come together and build a positive culture of support. This is done through
small actions, small behaviors, and small decisions. Build a better
relationship with someone in another social circle; get to know
everyone stabled around you at a competition. The athletes involved in the USEF Developing and Elite programs are beginning
to see the benefits of having a supportive community, and I hope
that positivity spreads out to all. Drive on!
—Danielle Aamodt, USEF Director of Driving

Carriage Museum of America
The CMA Board of Trustees would like
to thank all of those who participated in
the matching gift campaign sponsored
by CMA Past Chairman and Honorary
Trustee Stewart Morris, Sr. Stewart has
matched all of your donations 100% to
help grow the CMA’s investment fund so that the CMA can provide more services and better achieve its mission. Thank you!
Now available is the CMA’s 2020 calendar celebrating the contributions to driving of Lady Whips featuring twelve months of
images of lady drivers taken from our archives. Copies can be
purchased for $20.00 (with free shipping) from our website at
www.carriagemuseumlibrary.org.
For those of you who are unfamiliar with our mission, we are
a non-profit research library dedicated to preserving the history

of the carriage era. It is our mission to serve as an authoritative
resource for information, education, and research about horsedrawn vehicles and related subjects. We maintain a collection
of approximately 1,200 books and trade catalogs, as well as an
extensive collection of prints, photographs, carriage blueprints,
trade journals, and other resources. Located at the Kentucky
Horse Park in the Carriage Association of America’s beautiful
office, the library is non-circulating, but visitors are welcome by
appointment. If you can’t make it to Lexington and are curious
about a subject, or want more information on your carriage, send
the CMA an email at cmalibrary@windstream.net. We are here
to serve!
—John Stallard, Director of Operations
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F E AT U R E

Morven Park

The Equestrian Crown Jewel of Northern Virginia
Article and photos by Michael Stylianos

Driving Digest
recently caught up
with Morven Park’s
Executive Director,
Ms. Sheryl Williams,
for a little question
and answer session.
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F E AT U R E : : M O R V E N PA R K

R

egular travelers through the National Capitol Region are all-too-familiar
with the notorious gridlock on the interstates and bypasses that traverse the area.
The view from the highways – most often
seen in very slow motion – is of seemingly
endless vistas of government buildings,
high rise corporate offices, shopping districts, and tracts of suburban housing developments. So it’s a surprise to visitors
who venture off the main routes a scant
30 miles northwest of the I-495 beltway
how quickly the landscape shifts to rural
country roads dotted by produce stands,
cornfields, and elegant horse farms with
black board fences.
This is Loudon County. Leesburg, the
county seat, is named for the influential
Virginia colonist Colonel Thomas Lee and
is the proud home to Morven Park, the
equestrian crown jewel of northern Virginia. While other historic carriage venues such as Walnut Hill are retired and
Previous page: Pleasure drivers at the park
rarely miss the opportunity to be photographed
in front of the Davis Mansion. Here, Cynthia
Fieldman and Pam Kister enjoy a beautiful fall day in a traditional Bronson wagon.
Below: The Winmill Carriage Museum showcases a variety of vehicle styles that include a
Derby Break, Dog Cart, and Bronson Wagon.

Left: Judge John Greenall asks for backing
during a singles class in this year’s show.

DD: Let’s turn our attention to the carriage driving show. When did the Park
hold its first driving show, and how has it
progressed since then?

commercial locales such as the Kentucky
Horse Park shift their emphasis to higher
volume activities, Morven Park has quietly established itself as a premier driving
facility on the east coast.

DD: Let’s start by getting a little background. Can you give us a short history
of the Park and the Westmoreland Davis
Foundation?
SW: From 1903 to 1942, Morven Park was
home to Westmoreland and Marguerite
Davis. Westmoreland served as Governor
of Virginia from 1918 to 1922. The Davises were prominent members of the riding
and foxhunting society of Virginia and
Maryland. They raised Percherons and

Thoroughbreds on their Big Spring parcel
of Morven Park. Marguerite established
the Westmoreland Davis Memorial Foundation to preserve their home and the
surrounding land as a place of historical
and cultural value for future generations
to enjoy.
The Equestrian Center began as a riding school for instructors and evolved into
the facility we have today for recreational, educational, and show opportunities
for equestrians across many disciplines,
including carriage driving. In addition to
our equestrian facilities, Morven Park is
home to more than 20 acres of athletic
fields, 6.5 miles of hiking trails, formal
boxwood gardens, a civics education pro-

gram, the Winmill Carriage Museum, and
the iconic Davis Mansion.
The mansion’s history is fascinating, and I encourage everyone to check
it out for themselves. The Davises were
world travelers who filled their home with
eclectic and opulent antiques. There are
16th-century Belgian tapestries, Hudson
River Valley paintings, and hundreds of
silver pieces on display throughout the
mansion. The $10 ticket for the mansion
tour includes admission to the Winmill
Carriage Museum, which is likely the part
of the park that will interest your readers
the most.
The Morven Park you visit today is
1,000 acres – which makes it larger than
Central Park – and is largely reliant on
park events, donor contributions, and
park members to keep the educational
programs running, the equestrian facilities beautiful, and the grounds open
to the public. The park hosts around
250,000 visitors each year, with a large
number of those being equestrians and
their families that are here for competitions and events.

collection includes service vehicles such
as a firetruck and milk wagon, a hearse,
sleigh, the General Tom Thumb miniature
road coach, and a caleche which was used
by Grace Kelly in the film The Swan. In
addition to the Winmill collection, several
carriages owned by the Davises are also
on display.
Judging from the stories that remain
from the exploits of Viola and Marguerite, well, let’s just say these ladies had a
grand time.
Be sure to check Morven Park’s web
page for specific hours for tours of the
museum as our schedule varies with
the season.

SW: Carriage driving competition returned to Morven Park in 2013 with 22
competitors entered in an arena driving
trial in March and 31 competitors in the
pleasure show in July. The two shows
have been combined and have grown to
three days of showing with more than 70
entries! Competitors come in from up and
down the Eastern Seaboard, from Connecticut to Florida, as well as from Canada. It is a wonderful gathering of friends,
old and new, who share a passion for carriage driving.
DD: In recent years, Morven Park has
installed several state-of-the-art arenas
specifically designed for driving. When
did the planning for these begin, and
when was the installation completed?
Below: Brian Matteer was one of the first whips
to test out the new rings at the 2018 Morven
Park carriage show.

DD: Morven Park has had a long association with carriage driving and is home to
a museum housing a diverse collection of
rare antique vehicles. Tell us more about
this attraction.
SW: We are fortunate to be the home of
the Winmill Carriage Museum, which is
comprised of a fascinating collection of
carriages donated in honor of Viola Winmill, a friend of Marguerite Davis. The
14 • DRIVING DIGEST 
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F E AT U R E : : M O R V E N PA R K

SW: Thanks to the contributions of generous donors, Morven Park installed two
300' x 350' and one 300' x 250' outdoor
equestrian arenas. The footing is Attwood
Equestrian Surfaces EuroTex blend, and
it is spectacular! The arenas allow ample
competition space for carriage driving
hunter/jumpers, eventers, dressage, and
a host of other disciplines. The project
was several years in the making, but well
worth the effort given the feedback we are
receiving from all who utilize the rings.

tremendous success. We play for eight
Saturdays in July and August. Tailgate
spots are hugely popular and sell out fast.
General admission spectators are encouraged to bring a picnic and blanket to enjoy fantastic viewing from the berm above
the sponsor rail side boxes. Half time between the match brings a raucous tug of
war match for the youngsters in the audience. Last year, this evolved into a highly
competitive ‘boys vs. girls’ activity that
had everyone cheering them on!

DD: Exhibitors at the carriage driving

DD: Are there any future improvements

show and arena driving trials have noted
the unique driving surface in the Park’s
new rings, completely different from sand
or blue stone. What material(s) are being
used for the footing?

SW: Footing is the biggest decision when
building new arenas. Everyone has an
opinion on the subject. Cost is also a gating factor, as it varies widely. We selected
Attwood Equestrian Surfaces EuroTex
blend as it came highly recommended
by many competitors and met our price
point. Nick Attwood was involved in every
step of the process. It has been a pleasure
to work with such a dedicated company.
DD: How successful has Morven Park
been in developing supportive relationships with the American Driving Society
and the regional driving communities and
associations?
SW: ADS has been a strong source of
guidance for us as we learn what it takes
to deliver a quality carriage competition,

16 • DRIVING DIGEST 

One of the museum’s prized exhibits is a miniature coach (foreground) once thought to belong to
General Tom Thumb of Barnum & Bailey Circus fame.

for which we are extremely grateful.
We’ve also been blessed with financial,
promotional, and materiel support from
a number of the regional carriage driving
clubs and their members.

Park gate admission, a discounted schooling pass that can be used in the arenas and
unlimited free admission to the historic
Davis Mansion and Winmill Carriage Museum, as well as other benefits.

DD: Morven Park also features an exten-

DD: Many harness enthusiasts also en-

sive network of recreational driving trails.
How do people access these?

joy other equestrian disciplines. What are
some of the non-driving equine-related
activities that are hosted by the Park?

SW: Because there are so many activities
going on at Morven Park every day of the
week, equestrians wishing to utilize our
trail system must speak with Samantha
Franklin, our Equestrian Center Manager,
to make an appointment. The daily fee for
using the trails is $25.
We also offer a Morven Park Equestrian
Patron membership program for an annual
fee of $250. Your membership at this level
includes one year of trail access (reservation required), discount on Polo in the

SW: Beyond carriage driving, Morven
Park hosts a variety of equestrian sport
to include nationally and internationally
recognized eventing competitions, dressage shows, breed shows, and our new
hunter show series. New for next year
will be the addition of schooling jumper
shows and rated hunter shows.
In our endeavor to constantly introduce new audiences to equestrian sport,
a few years ago, we added arena polo to
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Wayne Porter and Daniela Samayoa, driving Cindy Stylianos’ Haflinger pair, traverse one of the
park’s many extensive field trails.

or initiatives in the offing that will impact
the driving and equine communities?

SW: The arenas are just the beginning
of what we envision as ongoing improvements to the equestrian facilities. We will
continue to make improvements to the
site as time and money permit.
DD: Thank you so much for taking the
time to sit down and talk about your
amazing facility. Do you have any final
comments you’d like to share?
SW: I’d like to take this opportunity to
thank our carriage driving enthusiasts
who have provided encouragement and
support these past few years. We could
not have done it without you!

•

Right: Morven Park Executive Director/CEO
Sheryl Williams checks the fittings on a restored 1875 Silsby Steam Pumper in the Winmill
Carriage Museum.
Below (Far left to right): The new arena where obstacle classes were held this year. • A close-up of the footing used in the three arenas. The state-of-the-art
hybrid surface provides soft cushioning for the horse’s hooves, yet does not allow vehicle wheels to sink in. • Two other new arenas designed and installed
specifically for carriage driving; these hosted the dressage, pleasure, and cones courses for this year’s show.
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On The Road

Traveling a few hours

Driving Across the Country with Your Horse
BY TASHA WILKIE

with your horse can be a challenge
in itself, but driving your trailer across the
country with your horse brings another
dimension to the challenge.
I’ve done it a few times, from my home
in California to the East Coast and back.
I am not a professional hauler, but with
the experiences gained on each trip,
I have managed to make it back and forth
safely and successfully.

THE BLAKE RANCH LAYOVER IN KINGMAN, ARIZONA.
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The following are some notes and tips I’ve gathered that might be useful
to those of you thinking about taking your horse on a trip down the road,
whether for a one-night stay somewhere or five nights.
START PLANNING EARLY
A long trip can’t be done on the spur of the
moment and requires planning to ensure
a successful trip.It took many months to
put my final plan into motion. Research,
contacts, and lists and lists, and more lists
engulfed my computer, my conversations,
and the kitchen table.

FIND A TRAVEL COMPANION
Sometimes it works out to be part of a
caravan of those taking their horse in the
same direction, but that doesn’t always
work out logistically. My family is supportive of my adventures and cheerfully
waves goodbye and good luck, but they’re
not inclined to make the trek with me.
So, I turned to hearty and brave friends
willing to travel across the country with
my horse and me and not hate me afterward. Chris Ritchie, a friend I’ve known
since college days, flew from Michigan
to California to drive with me to Florida.
Fellow California carriage driver Ann McClure has made the trek back home with
me from North Carolina. They were both
such good sports. Enduring the discomforts of sitting in a loud diesel truck for
8-plus hours a day, they kept me entertained and focused, and were indispensable in getting to our layover destinations

each night. Our overnight accommodations were sometimes better for the horse
than for us and they never complained
about that or some of our unsatisfying or
skimpy meals. They understood, without
question, that Danny and his welfare had
priority over everything and that getting
to our destination quickly and safely was
paramount.

PLOT OUT YOUR ROUTE
AND MAKE AN ITINERARY
With maps, physical or digital, split the
distance to manageable driving days.
Think about how many hours you can
drive if you’re the sole driver or with
someone that can’t drive the truck. For
me, it was five nights/six days to Florida
from California. Of course, if you have two
drivers, you can go farther each day and
shorten your overall travel time. However, you must take into consideration the
number of hours your horse can tolerate
being in the trailer. There are many factors on how to assess that — what type of
trailer, are they traveling alone, do they
get stressed, do they drink enough water,
etc. There is a lot of literature on this topic, and it is critical to do your research
and consult with your veterinarian beforehand. I found that by about day three

of the trip my horse would appear a little
peaked. Giving him a bran mash perked
him right back up. Knowing your horse’s
temperament and physical signs, both
normally and under stress, are of utmost
importance.
You are the one who determines how
many hours you can drive safely each day.
You will find people that say they can do
the drive in fewer days, but you know
what works for you. What is your own
stamina, its limits, and what is safe for you
and your horse? I have a manual F350 dually, which is a somewhat ‘physical’ truck
to drive and can be tiring, so my comfortable limit is eight hours, although in some
cases, the day’s drive had to be longer.
Using AAA Triptiks online, I calculated
the overall mileage of the trip and then
split it with mileage per day. I created a
separate map for each day and then printed them out for a binder that we used
to follow the route each day if the GPS
couldn’t access service. I also kept notes
on layover contacts, fuel stops, and other
travel information in the same binder. Primary concerns on the road besides horse
welfare included getting fuel (I tried
to never go below one-third tank) and
whether I could fit the rig in a gas station.
I keep the binder with all the information
for the next trip.

Once the distances and layovers were
plotted out, I contacted each horse motel
to make reservations. Every place that I
found on horsemotel.com was fine. Some
were a little more ‘rustic’ than others, but
I had no problems with any of them. The
website also has reviews on each listing,
and I tried to concentrate on those that
had more recent reviews.
Directions and access became the
most challenging aspects of the layovers.
Some listings haven’t updated their directions in a while, and signage is faded
or no longer exists. It can be problematic
to find some facilities in the dark, especially when you’re not sure where you’re
going! Usually, out of town, there are no
guiding street lamps to these places. We
arrived at one such layover during a dust
storm at night. The signage that had been
noted on the website was not visible or
altogether nonexistent, and we ended up
going down the wrong sandy road. I then
backed up the rig for what seemed like an
eternity since there was no turnaround
and impassable sand dunes on either side.

From that experience, I always asked for
more detailed instructions to be sent to
me and, whenever possible, for someone
to meet us at the end of their driveway or
road if it was dark. Be sure to take note
of the time of year and what time it gets
dark each day when planning if you don’t
like to drive in the dark.
Facility access was another issue that
was a problem at times. Although places
claimed easy access for big rigs, in reality sometimes they were not. From a very
tight squeeze or an awkward turn angle
at the gate to barely getting the heavy
trailer up a soft sand/gravel road the next
morning, there were a few situations that
didn’t fall under my definition of easy access! So I learned to ask a lot of questions,
studied the pictures on their websites if
they had them, and even used Google
Earth to see if I could judge the facility
location and terrain.
Most layovers offer a bedded stall in
a barn with some kind of turnout. Some
Some horse motels also offer human
accommodations to rent as well, like a
DANNY IS A SEASONED TRAVELER.

HORSE MOTELS INTERNATIONAL
(HORSEMOTEL.COM)
Since I don’t know people along the way,
I depended on this website to find places for my horse to layover for the night.
Listings are per state. Using the maps I
had created, I checked the locations of
the split distances to see if there was a
layover there. Sometimes the daily distances would need to be adjusted, and
the maps revised, making one day longer,
and the next day shorter, etc., to arrive at
a location with a horse motel. It took two
layovers, Day 3 and Day 4, to cross Texas
from one end to the other on I-10. I also
tried to select layovers that advertised
easy off/easy on access from the highway.
The farthest we went off the highway was
5 miles in Winnie, Texas.

CALIFORNIA WIND TURBINES
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bunkhouse or cabin or a room in the barn.
We took advantage of these when available. I don't like to leave my horse and
go offsite to a hotel, so if there were no
accommodations for us on-site, we would
sleep in the trailer – which was a little
chilly in December and January! locations
were quite beautiful. Horse accommodations ranged from old wood barns, to
shed runs, to prefab and to custom steel

barns with runs, to pipe corrals. I made
reservations during preplanning, usually
via email, confirmed via phone a week
or so before departure, and then always
called en route, a few hours out, to give
them a heads up. Often the owners or
managers were there to greet us, check
equine paperwork (Coggins and health
certificate), and collect the overnight fee
in cash. In a few cases, we just put the
money in a lockbox and never saw anyone. Prices ranged from $18 to $30 per
horse/per night.
Some horse motels also offer human
accommodations to rent as well, like a
bunkhouse or cabin or a room in the barn.
We took advantage of these when available. I don’t like to leave my horse and
go offsite to a hotel, so if there were no
accommodations for us on-site, we would
sleep in the trailer – which was a little
chilly in December and January!

SAFE TRAVEL

GETTING READY FOR ANOTHER DAY OF TRAVEL.
PREPARATION IS EVERYTHING.

Many online sites give useful information
on equine travel, trailering, safety tips,
and precautions, first aid and emergency
supplies, and much more. I studied many
of them and made lots of lists. Consultation with your veterinarian is vital. US
RIDER has a lot of useful articles on their
website with the above information, as
well as reference information, such as a

list of state veterinarians for each state
with contact information. I printed that
out and put it in my binder. I also upgraded to US RIDER Premium, with unlimited
towing mileage. It’s well worth the peace
of mind in the event you are stranded.
Check with your destination state for
paperwork required for entry. Florida requirements are strictly enforced, and you
must stop at any Agricultural Station on
Florida highways. They are separate from
the Port of Entry. They will stamp and
scan your paperwork and license and will
come out to inspect your trailer and make
sure the horse in the trailer matches your
paperwork. Other states have signs directing livestock transport through the
Port of Entry, but not all states require a
stop at the Port of Entry. It’s important to
pay attention at the state line and follow
whatever signage you see. I keep my paperwork in plastic sleeves in a thin binder
that is kept handy to pull out.
I have brought my horse across the
country in several ways:
• With a horse in a trailer, accompanied
by a friend (who was unable to drive
the truck) – required horse motel
each night, and accommodations for
myself and friend
• As part of a caravan – logistics were
difficult to coordinate, making this a
less successful option for me

• Shipped my horse ahead via professional shipper, and I followed with my
truck, trailer, and gear (drove alone)
– shipping horse ahead was a shorter trip for the horse with quicker recovery for the horse if a competition
was coming up.
Danny is a good traveler, but I always
about his well being, getting enough water, etc. In the end, I do prefer shipping
him ahead whenever possible. A shorter
stretch in the trailer (as short as three
days) is much easier on the horse, with
recuperation time considerably shorter. This is more efficient in terms of the
minimal down time before training and/or
competing. When traveling with just the
trailer and gear, I could stay anywhere
along the road. I don’t recommend driving alone, but when I had to do it, I chose
a more populated route, I-40, as I-10 can
be very desolate in some areas, particularly along the southern border of Texas
and Mexico.

PACKING
As recommended above, many online
sites give useful information on packing. Get ideas from other people who
have traveled distances with their horse.
Consider supplies for every possible scenario. I brought extra diesel fuel cans,
extra tires for the dually (besides spare),
and an extra tire for the trailer (besides
spare). The idea was to have extra supplies available when they may be hard to
find on the road.
Work out a floor plan in your trailer
and have lists identifying where equipment and items are packed, including
those that you don’t need until later.
This helps with the later question, “Now,
where did I pack this?” Have blankets,
water, first aid, bran, feed, buckets, and
other necessities readily accessible, so
you don’t need to dig through a packed
trailer when you’re on the road. Emergency equipment, such as portable air
compressor, hydraulic jack, trailer tire
lift ramp, flares, fire extinguisher, 5-gallon water tank, are other essential items.
Weather can vary on the road from hot

and dry to snow, sleet, and rain, so make
sure air conditioning and heat works.
Have extra windshield wipers and, depending on time of year and route, chains
might be needed.

SOME HELPFUL APPS
i-Exit/The Truckers Highway Exit Guide
– gives you exits on the interstates for
fuel stations, showing what kind of fuel,
directions, other services, phone number
to call.
I used this app to plot out stations
along the way where I thought I might
need to fuel up. This meant I needed to
know my mileage on a tank of diesel and
then approximate how far along I could
go to see what exits and fuel stations for
me. If I was unsure of what kind of diesel
they had I would call ahead. My mechanic at home recommended that I not use
the new biodiesel fuel on my old dually,
so I made sure the stations had #2 diesel. This meant I had to bypass Loves and
Pilot a lot of the time because they were
only offering biodiesel. But I became familiar with other chains with the diesel I
needed and room for the rig, such as Petro, Buc-ees, the Travel Centers of America, to name a few.
All Stays Truck & Travel – similar to
i-Exit for fuel locations, rest stops, welcome centers, etc. in a different format.
Google Maps was my GPS. It really
helped on my second trip to have a tablet to look at instead of the small phone.
I used Siri regularly to find the nearest
rest area.

BOOKMARKS ON MY TABLET
These are helpful sites, provided cell service or wi-fi is available.
• National Weather Service
• Federal Hwy Administration National
Traffic and Road Closure Information.
From this site, you can get DOT information for each state. I reviewed the
DOT info each night to see what roadwork or other issues might be going
on for the next day, especially in the
congested city areas on the route.

THE SADDLE CREEK STABLES LAYOVER IN
HAZEN, ARKANSAS

• Horse Motel International. In case the
layover place I had reserved wasn’t to
my liking.
A journey across the United States with
your horse and trailer is a unique experience. Since the primary focus is getting
to your final destination safely, without
delay, it’s not exactly a vacation or sightseeing tour. We often wished we could go
off the path to see something advertised
on a billboard or in a guidebook. You do,
however, get a special view of the country
from the vantage of the truck, from the
small towns to the congested cities, the
abandoned spots along the highway, and
the local vendors. Even before you see
the state Welcome signs, the terrain and
vegetation changes, and you realize that
you’ve crossed state borders. Some areas are so desolate, especially along I-10
and the southern border. And suddenly,
in the vast expanse of what seemed to be
no sign of habitation, a mandatory Border Patrol checkpoint appears – an eerie
reminder of the world we live in. As the
broad panorama of sky and land stretches
out before you, the view is breathtaking.
We thought about those early settlers and
immigrants, against all odds, crossing
great rivers and climbing over immense
mountain ranges to reach their new goals.
I felt a bit of that inspiration as I made the
journey with my horse.

•

A BORDER PATROL CHECKPOINT
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FEI World Driving
Championships for

PaiRs

U.S. Team Holds
Their Own at World
Pair Championship
BY ANN PRINGLE
PHOTOS BY AMY MUNDELL

(BEL), Bama Fejer (HUN), and Marie
deRonde (NED).
More than 8,000 spectators turned out
to watch the marathon, designed by Barry Hunter of Great Britain. Martin Holle
won several of the obstacles to win the
marathon and extend his lead going into
the final cones phase on Sunday.
The U.S. team dropped to fifth place
after the marathon, with just four penalty points separating them from fourth
place Austria. Hungary remained in gold
position followed by Germany and the
Netherlands. Individually, Arnold finished
in 36th place, Miller completed the marathon in 54th place, with Wilson ending in
71st place.

Steve Wilson drove his Lipizzan pair earning a 55.04 in dressage.

T

he World Pair Championship 2019
took place on September 11-15 in
Drebkau, Germany, with the United States
represented by Jacob Arnold, James Miller, and Steve Wilson. Sixteen nations took
part, with 82 drivers competing for team
and individual medals.
Following the ever-important horse
inspection on Wednesday (all U.S. team
horses were accepted), dressage took
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place over two days; Steve Wilson drove
on Thursday and put in a solid dressage
test earning a score of 55.04 from the five
judges. James Miller and Jacob Arnold
drew Friday the 13th slots. Miller’s score
of 51.64 was followed by Arnold, one of
the last in the day to drive, who received a
score of 45.71, putting him in sixth place
when the two days were over.
The reigning world champion, Hungary’s Martin Holle, seemed prepared to re-

peat his gold medal-winning performance
with a dressage score of 32.29.
Team-wise, Hungary took the lead,
followed by Germany. Just 0.06 penalties
put the Netherlands ahead of the United
States team, so the Americans had a lot
to celebrate and anticipate as they looked
ahead to Saturday’s marathon.
The ground jury was comprised of
President Joaquin Medina (ESP), Reiner Wannenwentch (GER), Bert Jambon
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Jacob Arnold was the top placing U.S. driver at the championship, driving a pair owned by
Steve Wilson.

Holle had a 15-point lead going into
cones, but as the day wore on pressure
mounted. The course proved to be a
nail-biter, and he gave away almost all of
his lead – 14.49 penalties from balls down
and time penalties. But it was good enough
to keep the gold medal for himself and his
team. The Netherlands took team silver,
followed by Germany for the bronze.
Miller had the best cones round for
the U.S., with just 6.53 penalties on the
challenging course. The team finished in
eighth place out of 16 teams. In a press
release from the USEF, Arnold com-

mented: “I was really happy with how
our teams all ended up.” He noted that
this was James Miller's first world championship, and he proved himself all three
days. He also acknowledged his employer
Steve Wilson who owns the horses Arnold
drove and for his support in letting him
drive. This was the second time Arnold
has competed at a World Pair Championship; he has also competed twice at World
Singles Championships.
This was the second world championship for Steve Wilson, who called it “a
highlight of my life.” The oldest member
of the team, Wilson started driving just
over a decade ago with a goal to be on a
U.S. team. Wilson lives in Louisville, Kentucky, and also owns Hermitage Farm,
which has hosted a popular combined
driving event on the fall calendar. Swapping years with the Kentucky Classic
CDE, Hermitage is on again in 2020.
Miller’s debut on the world championship stage went well. He finished in the
top 20 in dressage and contributed the
best cones score for the team. While new
to combined driving, he has participated
in coaching and polo. He is also married to
Misdee Wrigley Miller, who won team gold
at last year’s World Equestrian Games in
Tryon, N.C.

•

This was James Miller's first World Pair
Championship, and he put in a solid performance for the team.
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FEI World Driving
Championships for

Ponies

Small in Size, Big in Heart – Ponies Give
Their All at World Championship
BY ANN PRINGLE

I

f determination and enthusiasm were
judged in a World Championship, then
certainly American drivers Leslie Berndl
and Mary Phelps would have come home
with medals.
Mary Phelps took her legions of Facebook fans on a trip to the World Combined
Pony Championships, held September.
25-27 in Kisber-Aszar, Hungary, posting
several times a day with descriptions and
photos that told the story of her journey,
which started early in the summer. Mary,
her husband Wayne Humphreys, and the
four ponies known as the Flying Gangsters, were based in the Netherlands. The
ponies were stabled at the Manage Chardon in Den Hoorn, in the Netherlands,
just a bicycle ride away from the house
Mary and Wayne rented for the summer.
Mary and the Gangsters took full advantage of the opportunity to train and learn
from the legendary Chardon family. And
while Mary didn’t win a medal, she did
earn the right to say she was a World
Champion pony pair cones driver.
Leslie Berndl also spent two months
in Europe, taking both a horse and pony.
Leslie, with her own horse, Impressive
(Presley), and Teressa Kandianis’ Sweetwater’s Zorah Belle (Zoobie), were based
at Riant Equestrian Center in Beekbergen, the Netherlands, owned by World
Pair Champion Mieke Van Tergouw. They
were not the only Americans at Riant.
The Hermitage group – Steve Wilson and

Jacob Arnold – who were preparing for
the World Pair Championship, and Chester Weber were also in residence. During
that time, Leslie competed at not just
one, but two World Championships, also
driving in the World Championship for
Young Horses.
More than 20 countries with 100 entries were represented at the ninth World
Pony Championships: 38 single ponies,
38 pair ponies, and 24 four-in-hand ponies. Berndl and Phelps were entered as
individual drivers; while they could vie
for individual medals, the U.S. was not
considered a team. Carina Crawford, who
lives in South Carolina, competed under
the Canadian flag with her pair of German
Riding Ponies.

The U.S. team in opening ceremonies. Photo by Krisztina Horvath/Hoefnet.net

Dressage took place over three days,
with the single ponies driving on Wednesday, pairs on Thursday, and the fours
on Friday. Mark Wentein (BEL), Stefan
Keszycki (POL), Jiri Kunat (CZE), Sarah

Mullins (IRE), and Karen Grupe (GER)
comprised the ground jury. Great Britain’s Philip Bateman was the technical
delegate, and Germany’s Josef Middendorf designed the course. Eight long ob-

Zoobie gave her all for Leslie Berndl. Photo by Amy Mundell

Small but mighty, the gangsters attacked the
marathon for Mary Phelps. Bram Chardon
was the back-stepper. Photo by Amy Mundell
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The next
World Combined Pony
Championships will take
place September 19-21,
2011, in in Haras du
Pin, France.
stacles challenged the drivers, however
when the concrete footing in the water
complex became slippery, causing some
ponies to fall, it was removed from the
competition for the four-in-hands.
Germany and the Netherlands battled
for team gold, but the Germans prevailed.
The Dutch team won the silver medal with bronze going to the Swiss team.
Germany’s Katja Berlange won individual gold for the singles; Steffen Brauchle,
also on the German team, won gold in the
four-in-hand division. Holland’s Rodinde
Rutjens won gold with his pony pair.
Berndl and Zoobie’s dressage test
on Wednesday earned them a score of
67.35. Zoobie gave Berndl her all on the
marathon, completing the 8.9-kilometer
Ready for a team dinner. Photo by Leslie Berndl
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Carina Crawford represented Canada with her German Riding Ponies. Photo by Amy Mundell

course with eight demanding obstacles.
“This little pony gave more than she had.
Her heart is solid gold. She filled my heart
and soul with renewed faith, hope, and
love.” Berndl finished in 32nd place following cones.
Driving Al Capony and Bugsy Malony
in dressage, Mary Phelps scored 63.36
for 29th place. Kimba replaced Bugsy on
the marathon, and with Bram Chardon
on the back, had a blistering marathon
earning 19th place and moving them up
the scoreboard to 22nd place going into
cones. Al and Kimba paired up for cones,
and with Wayne Humphreys on the back,
Phelps accomplished what no other pair
driver could – keep all the balls on the
cones for a fault-free round. As other
drivers tried and failed, Phelps continued
to move up, finishing in 12th place overall. “We won the cones phase of the Pony
World Championships and moved up
from 29th to 12th overall. One of the oldest drivers (68) and the smallest ponies
(Kimba 112 cm) with the biggest hearts,
in a great sport where we are all friends
and support each other in our passion.”

Jan Hamilton, groom, Danielle Aamodt, USEF
Director of Driving, and Dee Aldrich, chef
d’equipe. Photo by Leslie Berndl

The next pony championship will take
place September 19-21, 2021, in Haras du
Pin, France.

•
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U.S. Debuts at FEI
World Championship
for

Young Horses

I

n 2015, the FEI established a World
Championship for Young Horses to ensure thoughtful training practices toward
a successful future career in combined
driving. This inaugural championship was
held in Mezohegyes, Hungary.
Leslie Berndl with her Dutch Warmblood, Impressive (Presley) was the first

American to participate. This year, Berndl and Presley, along with Teressa Kandianis’ Fjord pony, Sweetwater’s Zorah
Belle (Zoobie), made the trip across the
pond in August. (Zoobie was entered in
the World Pony Championships.)
Berndl and Presley then traveled to
Mezohegyes in early September to com-

pete against other six-year-old horses.
Kandianis went with them and served as
their chef d’equipe.
The format is quite different from a
regular combined driving event. Classes
are based on the age of the horse: five-,
six-, and seven-year-olds. The schedule allows for two days of qualification,

a third day for the dressage final, with a
combined marathon on the fourth day.
Qualification
According to FEI rules: “At the championship, the horses have to do first a qualification in their relevant tests. 5-year-old
Test YH 1 (dressage + cones), 6- and 7year old Test YH 2 (dressage + cones).
“50% of the competing Horses qualify
for the Final, with a minimum score of 6.0.”
The qualification takes place in a
40 x 80 dressage arena with several sets
of cones placed within. The driver enters

Leslie Berndl was the first U.S. driver to participate in the Young Horse Championship.

on a corner and drives along the boards
until he reaches C, where he halts parallel to the boards and salutes the panel
of three judges. When the driver finishes
the dressage pattern, he passes through
the starting marker in front of the judging panel and then drives seven sets of
cones, ending at the marker set near A.
He continues along the boards to C where

FEI Driven Dressage

Scoring sheet Test YH 2 & 4 (Final) for 6 and 7 years old Horses
Event:

(Only full and half marks allowed!)

Athlete No:

Athlete Name:

A. Dressage:
a. Basic paces
1. Walk,
(Rhythm, purpose, covering ground, active hindquarters, freedom in the shoulder, stretching downward,
relaxation)

Date:
Mark

Coeff.
X2

2. Collected Trot and Working Trot:
(Rhythm, impulsion, activity, swinging back, self-carriage, elevation )

X1

3. Medium and Extended Trot:
(Rhythm, impulsion, lengthening of frame and steps, balance uphill )

X1

4. Canter
(Rhythm, suppleness, balance, impulsion, covering ground, uphill tendency )

X1

b. Education of the Horse referring to the Training Scale:
(Contact, elasticity, willing to stretch, bending, obedience, suppleness.)

X2

B. Cones:
(Obedience, elasticity, suppleness, forward engagement, contact, maintaining speed, confidence and following the
aids)

X1

Time:
Penalty points:……………………………..
C. Overall impression:
(Quality of natural movements, obedience, suppleness, appearance, harmony of the performance, potential
as driving horse )

X1
All scores

All marks are added and divided by 9 = scores for the performance

: 9 = Marks:

Penalty points A:…………..B:……………..= Total:…………………

Deduction
Final result

KCH/KP2015 / last update: January 2018

A sample score card.
Presley qualified to compete in the combined marathon with a score of 6.67. One of the obstacles can be seen in the background.
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Signature of the Jury:

Points

he salutes and leaves the arena. Times
allowed, speeds, and clearance are different for each age group.
The judging panel confers, and the
score is given (see judging sheet.) The
horses are judged on the basic paces in
dressage, the level of training appropriate to the age of the horse, and overall
impression to include character and education of the driving horse in the dressage and the cones. The most influential
point is the character of the horse and the
horse’s drivability.
Those who pass the qualification
round with a score of 6 or above can move
on to compete in the final dressage phase.
If they don’t pass on the first day, they
can try again the next day. The final dressage competition is the same as the others with one final mark on the scorecard.
Anne Marie Turbe of France was a
judge on the panel. She explains that
there is no traditional CDE marathon,
but a ‘combined’ marathon. The five-yearolds have a course 500-700 meters long
with one or two marathon type obstacles
with gates A-D. The six-year-olds drive
over a course of 1,000-1,200 meters with
two obstacles with gates A-E, and a wa-

Make every drive your best drive!

Custom
MCR Whips

F E AT U R E : : W O R L D YO U N G H O R S E C H A M P I O N S H I P

ter obstacle to cross. The seven-year-olds
have a longer course – 1,300-1,500 meters with three obstacles with gates A-F.
The course also includes between 10-14
sets of cones (based on the age class).
Berndl and Presley were awarded a
score of 6.67 on the first day of qualifying.
They scored 5.93 in the dressage final.
Due to a stone bruise, Berndl opted not
to compete in the combined marathon.

PICS OF YOU

Custom stick and lash lengths with comfortable golf
grip handle
• Hand-stitched leather handles available
Also available from MCR Whips:
• Leather-buckle rope long reins
• European-style leather surcingles and other custom
training items.
•

The final results:
5-year-old: Neapolitano XXXI-42,
Lipizzan, driven by Roland Istvon Varga
of Romania. Score: 14.27
6-year-old: Adele M, SachsThur.
Schweres Warmblood, driven by Jessica
Wachter of Germany. Score: 16.26
7-year-old:
Novana,
SachsThur.
Schweres Warmblood, driven by Jessica
Wachter of Germany. Score: 8.90
Editor’s note: We thank Anne Marie Turbe and
Jacqueline Zimmerman of Hippoevent for their
contribution to this article.

•

MCRWhips@gmail.com • 401-529-3735
mcrwhips.us
It takes a village: Mieke van Tergouw, Claudio Fumagalli, Jan Hamilton, Teressa Kandianis, Leslie
Berndl, and Sam Seivwright celebrate after qualifying.

Young Horse Championship benefits the driving community
Jacqueline Zimmerman of Hippoevent in Austria shared
some thoughts on the Young Horse Championship with
Driving Digest.
FEI Driving Committee Chairman Károly Fugli believes
the FEI World Driving Championships for Young Horses will
be positive for the future development of modern driving.
It is hoped that offering this opportunity will promote interest for breeders to breed high-quality horses for driving,
building a sales market that offers quality that is rewarded
in value.
Certainly, if the opportunity is used, it will positively influence the preservation of the diversity of breeds and types in
driving. Driving is the only equestrian discipline that shows
so many different horse types at the international level. This
is an important aspect that applies to the tradition and successful modern development of our sport in the future, and
indeed to promote it. National studs, breeding associations,
and interest groups – there is a great opportunity.
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Furthermore, it is certainly a new challenge for trainers.
Trainers should strive to meet the requirements for correct
training of the young horses, a very positive effect for the entire driving group. Judges and other officials are looking ahead:
“what can we expect and demand in sports in the future?”
If the program is successful, it will be seen in the marketplace. “In the context of a worldwide comparison fight of the
young horses certainly informative conditions for the sales
and purchase of driving horses are offered. A clash of supply
and demand where it is in the hands of the organizers to optimize it. A marketplace – interesting for breeders, dealers,
buyers, active athletes, beginners – all driving involved.”
The Championship provides good public relations for our
partner, the driving horse, increasing the image and the value
of the horse in driving, something that is long overdue in driving and is still heavily neglected. The name, pedigree, breed,
and breeding information is still not evident on lists or in the
information given to announcers at competitions.

•

We Drive a Fine Line

The Gypsy is extremely versatile. It is the
versatility that astounds us at events. There are those
exceptional individuals that can and will excel at what
they do. It is our task to discover that talent and
bless it with training, regardless of our personal
goals and ambitions as a rider or driver.

Chocolate Horse Farm
g y p s y va n n e r s

Carol & David Dunbar
14402 Lawrence 2145, Mt. Vernon, MO 65712
417.461.1255 • chocolatehorsefarm@gmail.com
www.ChocolateHorseFarm.com
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Club Corner

Activities

Juniper Creek Driving and Carriage Club

Don’t worry – be happy at Gladstone ADT

Gladstone ADT
Less Stress, More Fun

Name of club:
Juniper Creek Driving and Carriage Club

by Gayle Stinson. Photos by Diane Unger

When was the club formed?
The club was started in 2017 by a group of friends and
driving enthusiasts.

Purpose of the club or mission statement:
Our goal was and still is to promote the sport of driving,
especially among beginners and the many horse owners who are curious about the sport, or they have been
riding for a long time and do not want to jog or trot anymore. Just spend a nice leisurely day with their horse.

Principle state/geographic region:

Twenty drivers gathered on September 22 at the
Hamilton Farm and Golf Course to participate in the Gladstone
Arena Driving Trial. According to organizer and course designer
Gayle Stinson, “the weather blessed us.” Gladstone has endured
a history of challenging weather over the decades, so a nice
weekend was more than welcome.
Dressage followed by a challenging cones course back-toback in the main ring. After driving dressage and cones, competitors went immediately to the obstacle course and then could go
home or stay if they wanted to cheer on the other competitors.
Lisa Singer served as both judge and technical delegate.

Everyone – competitors, volunteers and committee – had a
very enjoyable time. Organizers awarded ribbons for each division and held a drawing for all the competitors for two gift certificates from Driving Essentials at the end of the day.
Running an ADT is less stressful and time consuming for
those organizing the event compared to a CDE, and the dress
code is lightened for the competitors which is less stressful and
more enjoyable for them.
Gladstone is planning another indoor ADT in late March or
early April 2020, and will do a two-day Horse Driving Trial in
September 2020.

First place in the Training Single Horse class went to Judith Schmidt
driving Jest in Time.

PJ Crowley driving Hallmark, competing in dressage and cones only.

John Hoffner driving Riley in the Preliminary Single Horse class.

Winning the blue ribbon in the Training Single Small Pony class was
Marian Smith driving Lust’s Woodsman Grand Finale.

•

Southern California

How many meetings per year are held, when
and where?
The club does not have a membership fee, but we foster
community involvement, thus promoting the sport in a
family-oriented way. We want families to drive together
and stay together.

This is one of Cyndee’s Welsh ponies with her cousin Timo from
Finland and his five-month-old daughter.

Number of members: 10
Type of activities:
Some of the members – most members are recreational drivers. We also like to hold small clinics and first
aid for horses as well as evacuation plans. We are in
an area north of Los Angeles County (Castaic, Acton,
Agua Dulce, Palmdale, and others), which is prone to
fires and mudslides that force us to leave. Since they
are all canyons it is always one way in and one way out.
Among future ideas is to showcase carts and carriages in parades and display them in private events. This
coming year we would like to be part of the Wine Festival in Agua Dulce by showcasing our carts and maybe drive among the vineyards. Perhaps we can take a
break with a little glass of merlot!

At a clinic, Cyndee ground drives her paint who both rides and drives.

Does your club publish a newsletter or
website?
No, communication is by phone or email.

Current officers:
Cyndee Eblen is the “Head Honcho.”

For more information:

•

To request any information or join us in our adventures
please write to junipercreekdriving@gmail.com
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Lisa is a beginner driver who joined the club and is having a great
time driving her Welsh pony.
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Activities

Celebrate 30 years of classic carriage driving in Southern Pines

Come to the Pines in 2020
by Diane McKay
What could be better than carriage driving in the Pines
in springtime? Well, Southern Pines is the place to be for the 30th
Anniversary Carriage Classic in the Pines Pleasure Show.
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Back by popular demand, Claire Reid has again opened up
her beautiful Big Sky Farm for this highly anticipated American
Driving Society-approved event set for May 2-3, 2020. The show,
sponsored by the Moore County Driving Club and managed by
the Carriage Classic Committee with its team of dedicated volunteers, guarantees another weekend of great food, gracious hospitality, and fun parties, including the elegant Saturday night gala
in honor of the 146th running of the Kentucky Derby. Ladies,
get your Derby hats ready for the hat contest while cheering for
your pick in the race that will be streamed live on big screen TV!
And not to forget, everyone loves the showgrounds attractively
decorated with plants and shrubbery provided by local garden
centers, which will be on sale throughout the event.
The two days of competitions will comprise approximately 59
classes, including high-point awards for the breeds of Friesian,
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Welsh Pony, Morgan, Mountain and Moorland as well as awards
for VSE and Small Pony, which are sponsored by the American
Shetland Pony and Miniature Horse Registry. The coveted ADS
Concours d’Elegance will be awarded right after the turnout
classes, as well as many other awards and prize money to be bestowed at the award ceremonies following the Sunday luncheon.
Judging for the Classic are two of the best in the world of carriage driving. Participants can look forward to competing in front
of USEF and ADS licensed official Kail Palmer-Miller from Elverson, Pennsylvania, who holds an “R” Status in Pleasure Driving,
Combined Driving, Dressage and Coaching Judge and Pleasure
Driving TD. Muffy Seaton, from Williston, South Carolina, and
Sisters, Oregon, is not only well known as a combined driving
and pleasure driving competitor but also as a judge, with an “R”

Issue 222 November/December 2019

card in Pleasure Driving and Combined Driving, and as a clinician
for the past 28 years.
From a competitor’s standpoint, the atmosphere is friendly
and low-key with minimal pressure, and the festivities galore
have an ambiance that is nothing short of “good ole” fashioned
Southern hospitality. Their comments rave favorably on Claire
Reid’s stabling, which is second to none.
The venue for the Classic is located in central North Carolina
at Big Sky Farm, 390 Tremont Place, Southern Pines, NC, 28387.
Visit carolinapony.com, moorecountydrivingclub.net, or the ADS
Omnibus for show information and prize list.

•
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Activities

A weekend of fun in Southern California

Regional Recreational Drive Offers
Something for Everyone
by Pamela Miller
Show Spire Ranch, in Lockwood Valley adjacent to the Los
Padres National Forest in Southern California, hosted a Recreational
Drive on September 6-8, 2019, which included lots of ‘drive at will’
opportunities, private and group driving clinics, a picnic spread contest, and a driving derby. A variety of horses from draft horses to

VSEs came up for the weekend, and the consensus was that it
was a great weekend at a wonderful new driving show venue.
Many of the participants said they hoped this event would occur
again and noted that other driving events held there would be
well attended as well.

American Driving Society (ADS) judge Larry Brinker from
British Columbia, Canada, was there to provide group and individual lessons, and he was kept very busy all day on Saturday
and Sunday. Other great activities – in addition to lessons with
Larry – included a Picnic Spread Contest on Saturday and a Driving Derby, hosted by E.T.I. Corral 10, on Sunday. All three days
attendees had the opportunity to drive on their own or in small
groups through Lockwood Valley and the shady trails in the Los
Padres National Forest.

Mini drivers ready to enjoy a drive.

Volunteer Chloe Siebels, an enthusiastic volunteer, rode with anyone who
needed a navigator, this time with Melissa Auman.

Hei Mitchell’s theme for the Picnic Spread competition was “John Deere.”

The Los Padres National Forest frames the stables in the background.
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A Safari Trail Drive was one of the enjoyable scheduled activities. This was a
‘drive-at-will’ event which drivers could
do at any time from Friday to Sunday
morning. On the well-marked Safari Trail,
a large variety of animals (well, actually
very small toy animals) were hidden in
trees, on bushes, at gate signs, etc. Drivers and their passengers had to find as
many of these animals as they could, and
then write down each animal’s attached
number. Many different species were included in this safari, from a seahorse to a
moose, and ribbons were awarded to the
drivers who found the most animals. The
first-place winner was Theresa Devries;
Karen Brinegar and Jamie Gassert tied
for second place, and Karen Poly received third place.
The Picnic Spread Contest was beautifully done, with excellent food and outstanding decorations and ambiance from
each of the entrants in this contest. Four
brave souls brought their picnic spreads,
and they were judged in two categories:
Food and Tablescape. Jan King brought a
picnic basket full of cheeses and other appetizers; Debbie Hays’ theme was “Beef
continues on next page
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Regional Recreational Drive ...
– What’s for Dinner?” and she served
beef sandwiches with a horseradish condiment, cheese, grapes, and a salad and
cookies. Hei Mitchell’s theme was “John
Deere” and he offered B.B.Q. beef, a taco
salad, and cookies. Veronica and Ted
Campbell chose “4th of July Picnic Drive”
for their theme, and they served fried
chicken, potato salad, fruit and vegetable
medley and fresh apple cake for dessert.
Everyone served lemonade to drink.
The actual winners of the Picnic
Spread Contest were really all the other
drivers and guests who bought a ticket for $2.00, which entitled them to receive a plate from each competitor’s table. They also received two tickets which
they could place in the jars on the tables
they liked the best (each table had a jar
for Food and a jar for Tablescape). Debbie Hays won the Tablescape award, and
the Campbells won the Food award. This
event was a lot of fun and a great way
to include those attendees who did not
have an equine to drive. Many who had
never seen this contest before indicated
this was something they would like to see
again and perhaps enter. One thing is for
sure – no one went away hungry!
E.T.I. Corral 10, a local equestrian
group, sponsored a Driving Derby on
Sunday, and it was very competitive. A
derby course was constructed with eight
pairs of cones and two marathon-type
obstacles, and it was a thrilling and fun
event. They had about 20 entrants all together, and the winners in each division
were: Susie Figley and 007 – small ponies
and VSEs; Kate Aparicio and Earl Gray –
horses; and Sara Aparicio with Tana and
Carbon Copy – pairs.
Nadine Tilley from Thousand Oaks,
California, with four of her gorgeous Andalusians, and Jon Storr, from Tehachapi,
California, with four of his beautiful Welsh
ponies, participated in the weekend’s activities, and they demonstrated that the
West Coast has some beautiful and talented four-in-hands. Other equines and their
humans came from a variety of other
Southern California locales, including San
Luis Obispo County, Kern County, Los
Angeles County, San Bernardino County,
and San Diego County.
The ADS Pacific Region organized this
fun weekend with so many enjoyable activities for all. Many thanks to all the volunteers who made this event possible.

•
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F a m i ly A l b u m
▼ This year, IFSHA's Region 1 show, held August 23-25 at the Big E, West
Springfield, MA, added driven dressage to their show schedule, offering
Training, Preliminary, and Intermediate tests. Gail Aumiller and Sjaantje
earned three scores in the low 70s with their IntermediateTest 3 score of
71%, also winning the high point driven dressage trophy. PHOTO CREDIT:
DALLYS MALENFANT PHOTOGRAPHY

▲ Here is a picture of Mickey Hansen of West Liberty, Iowa, her miniature
horse Cody, and miniature Australian Shepherd DJ winning the Carriage
Dog class at the Eastern Iowa Carriage Glow in Manchester, Iowa. PHOTO BY
HANNAH ARINGTON PHOTOGRAPHY

▲ Before entering the hazard course, Copper and owner
Robyn Royer are getting some last-minute tips, while Maggie
and owner Nancy Kiley had studied earlier. THE PICTURE WAS
TAKEN BY SUE FRYER

▼ Curtis and Pam Hess showed their registered
Haflingers at the 197th Great Geauga County Fair
in Ohio. They drove single, tandem, pair, unicorn,
4-up, and 6-up. The blue show wagon and natural
cart shown in single and tandem were handmade by Curtis Hess. THE UNICORN PHOTOGRAPHER
WAS WENDY BURTT OF MENTOR, OHIO. THE CHAMPION
DRAFT HITCH CART PHOTOGRAPHER WAS JOE GALATI
OF LAKEWOOD, OHIO.

▲ Deb Manasse couldn't decide which was better at Orleton,
the gorgeous scenery or the great time she had with Lily, her
11-year-old Morgan. Her "long-suffering horse husband Bill" took
this picture.

◀ Deb Nicol driving Dayspring Beth Eden
at Equestrian’s Institute Driving Trial at
Donida Farms in Auburn, Washington,
in September. PHOTO BY HALEY SPEARS,
HOOFBEATS PHOTOGRAPHY

▲ Dan Rosenthal and his niece
Natasha Rosenthal at the Gladstone
Driving Trial. Dan approaches the
hazards driving his Dartmoors, Kris
and AJ, who are full brothers in AJ’s
first hazard ever. PHOTO BY ABBIE
TREXLER

Driving Digest invites you to be a part of the Driving Digest Family Album. Email your photo (with permission and name of the photographer) with a 25 word or less
description to annpringle54@gmail.com. Space will determine how many can be used. Please make sure not to minimize your photos when sending them by email.
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Longears

Our Youth is Our Future
– One Girl’s Love
by Diane McKay

Annie learning to drive.
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Once upon a time, there was a little girl named Annie.
At the tender age of seven, when she and
her mom and some friends were attending an
agility program in their hometown of Dripping
Springs, Texas, she saw donkeys for her very
first time and immediately fell in love with
them. The event was to show how the horses
with their handlers performed obstacles; however, there were also a handful of miniature
donkeys present.
Young Annie did not have a horse that she
could present in the event, so trainer Sisu
Morris, who brought the donkeys, asked if she
would like to run one of the donkeys through
the course. Being the brave and courageous
spirit that she is, she said yes immediately.
As her very first time at handling a donkey,
Annie and Stock Market’s Abundance of Cash,
aka Abby, came in second place, even winning
a cash prize in a class of 12 that consisted
mostly of horses. She was a natural, and a star
was born.

Spreading donkey driving love with teammate Annika
Sweir and another little friend.

On that day, Sisu saw the potential in the
little girl and asked Annie if she would like to
start showing her donkeys, as she saw how her
calm, quiet ways and such a gentle touch bonded with the donkey completely. Annie already
had equine and riding experience through her
mom, Mary, who was an avid horse rider herself, and did not hesitate for a moment. The
girl’s early years of donkey and carriage driving
training was a bit of a strain on her because of
her youth, but she stuck with it and never gave
up. Sisu’s instruction did not consist of one hour
per week, but rather half and even full days a
few times a week. Sisu was amazed at how she
was able to get the girl in the cart much sooner
than all of her other students. Annie and Abby
competed together both in-hand and in many
driving classes for about four years.
Fast-forward eight years to the present, and
you will find that the number of achievements
Annie has accomplished is astonishing. She has
been a high-point or reserve winner every year
within the National Miniature Donkey Association, an organization based on showing the Miniature Mediterranean breed of donkeys, in operation since 1992. Annie won the 2018 NMDA
National Champion High Point Youth with
Stock Market’s Cash Benefit in Salina, Kansas,
and the 2019 NMDA National Champion High
Point Youth with Bayberry’s Meet the Quince,
in Dallas, Texas. She has traveled with trainer
Sisu and other fellow students all over Texas
for competitions, as well as to Oklahoma, KanNovember/December 2019 Issue 222

sas, Arkansas, and Tennessee. “I’m very
proud of her for her dedication and work
ethic that has made her so successful in
the show ring – but I’m most proud of her
willingness to teach others, even if they
are going to be competing against her in
upcoming shows,” says Annie’s mother,
her biggest fan.
Over the years, Annie has shown multiple donkeys with Sisu; however, according
to the rules in Texas, you can only declare
one primary donkey to accumulate points
through the year for high-point earnings.
Annie started competing with Abby, and
eventually moved on to showing Stock
Market Cash Benefit. She and ‘Ben’ were
high-point or reserve champions so many
times that at the end of 2018, Sisu took
Ben away from her so she could continue to expand her skills with training.
With money Annie had earned from her
requests for donkey birthday parties, Sisu
found a donkey for Annie in Arkansas.
Quincy had been started, but although
he had a few issues, he seemed to be a
great prospect. Sisu expressed to Annie
that with all the knowledge and experience she had gained, she could bring this
donkey along and that they too would be
champions. In August of this year, she and
her very own eight-year-old Quincy were
the National Champions in the Youth Division in Dallas.
Annie enjoys pleasure driving, but
to prepare for competitions, their trainer has the students practice dressage
movements even though they are not
partaking in dressage tests at this time.
For conditioning, they drive on the family’s 265-acre Alexander Ranch in central
Texas, where one day they may compete
in cross-country. Her driving classes consist of cones courses, obstacle driving,
gambler’s choice, pole bending, barrels

Annie and Quincy in the costume contest at
the Ft. Worth Stock Show and Rodeo.
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Annie giving birthday party donkey rides.

(similar to ridden barrel racing but driven
at a trot), Big T (a combination of weaving cones and around barrels), keyhole,
snigging –where a donkey pulls a 10-foot
log and serpentines through a series five
cones, and the log drag – maneuvering
around and through multiple sets of cones
which requires precision to execute the
obstacle correctly. In addition to driving
classes, she competes in in-hand courses, which include trail, in-hand jumping,
hurry-scurry, scramble, leadline race, and
coon jumping. She also does very well in
the ever-popular costume class.
Annie’s life with horses started about
the time she could walk, and she enjoys
trail riding in her spare time. The family
currently has two Arabians, an Arab cross,
a Tennessee Walking Horse, a Missouri
Fox Trotter, and a trail mule now retired
from showing. When asked about future
goals, she wants to continue learning and
improve with her donkeys and to see how
far she can go. The Pinto World Championship Horse Show at Tulsa’s Expo
Square in Oklahoma has recently decided to allow longears to compete. In 2020
she is looking forward to competing there
where she can also promote the donkey
breed. Recently she obtained another
donkey, a 1.5-year-old Jennet named Donkey Ridge’s Black Magic Woman who they
affectionately call Madge. Annie is bringing her along to carriage drive as well.
She is an exceptional student and, for
now, has set aside the extra activity of
playing the clarinet in her school’s marching band to focus on the other things, and
she also is a member of The Southwest-

ern Donkey and Mule Society. Annie’s
trainer says, “I can think of no one more
deserving of recognition for her accomplishments, positive attitude, outstanding
sportsmanship, team leadership, and willingness to help anyone struggling with
their donkey. Annie is a gifted teacher
and is deserving of much of the credit for
her teammate’s success. I have had many
great students in my 20 years of training,
but I have never had another one like
her. She is so comfortable in her skin and
works well with people, no matter if they
are very young or adults.” Sisu currently
has a group of five students ranging from
the ages of eight through 16. Now, as a
freshman in high school, 14-year-old Annie holds the position of the team leader
and has been for quite some time.
Annie loves her Comfy Fit harness for
her minis and uses different carts for her
activities. For shows, she uses her Jerald
cart, her Hyper Bike, or a Speed Bike
for the racing classes, and for pleasuring
around on the ranch, she uses an easy-entry cart and a beautiful little Glinkowski
for parades. Her experience doesn’t stop
there, though – Annie can also drive a
pair, and for that uses a Tad Pole, a type
of marathon vehicle. Long-time family
friend Sally Armstrong even taught her
how to drive a tandem.

L-R: Annie, Olivia, and Sally Armstrong meeting
donkey Abby.

Annie loves being and interacting with
the donkeys so much that she doesn’t limit herself to just carriage driving. She gets
many requests to bring donkeys to birthday parties, vet clinic events, non-profit
events, and senior citizen centers where
they are always a big hit with everyone.
It is pretty safe to say that she lives
for the donkey and is one individual that
will go far. You’re quite a girl, Annie…
Heehaw!

•
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An American Abroad

by Marcie Quist

Marcie and Misdee Wrigley Miller
at Aachen. Photo by Sonja Scharf
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The Chef d’Equipe
– A Smorgasbord of
Responsibility
chef d’equipe is a French term that
means “team leader.” But it is far from being
the “little boss” or “best friend.” It is more like
a secretary, social worker, and technical expert
in one job.
As the secretary, the chef d’equipe attends
meetings, provides documentation of the technical information, and capitalizes and collects
information to share with everyone on the team.
For example, it is the role of the chef d’equipe
to deliver the daily competition schedules, including the order of go, previous results, course
maps, times for inspections, prize giving, and
meetings to the drivers, their grooms and navigators, coaches, and barn managers. The accumulation and distribution of the schedules
are paramount to ensure everyone has the information they need. Further, the chef d’equipe
is the only person allowed in the show office to
handle routine issues like declarations, the purchase of straw and hay, payment for tickets, or
requests for maintenance. The chef d’equipe is
also the only person designated to interact with
other people at a competition including the officials (judges, technical delegates, course designers and stewards), other competitors and
their grooms and coaches, and competition employees such as the barn manager, show office
staff, and even the food vendors!

A chef d’equipe must have technical knowledge of the rules, stay on top of schedules, and,
most importantly, be able to communicate with
the people of the competition. A chef d’equipe
uses knowledge of the rules to answer everyone’s questions and to make snap decisions of
what rule applies to the situation. During the actual competitions, the chef d’equipe records the
scores, monitors the other teams and their positions, assures compliance with the rules, and
reports changes. The chef d’equipe is likely the
first person to see an issue and is always the first
person to contact for corrections and protests.
The chef d’equipe is responsible for getting
others to get things done. Simple things like getting a stray vehicle moved to important duties
like getting the veterinarian or the doctor to the
right location in the case of an emergency.
The chef d’equipe also acts as a social worker,
where the goal is to inspire the team to work as
efficiently as possible. Sometimes that involves
resolving conflicts and showing empathy among
the team. At the end, they can also provide a
shoulder to cry on or a high five for a driver.
I prepared for the role of chef d’equipe at
Aachen, Germany, by tapping into my 20 years
of combined driving competition experience. I
utilized my positions as a competition official, as
a USEF combined driving judge, ADS technical
delegate, and FEI Steward. In addition, I was
twice chef d’equipe for the USEF para-driving
team at the World Para-Driving Championships.
And I had the wonderful opportunity to train as
a chef d’equipe last spring at a USEF clinic in
Florida. While I felt experienced, nothing truly
prepared me for the work and reward to come
from Aachen. It was Aachen Awesome! What an
opportunity to work with the best U.S. drivers,
their great horses, coaches, grooms, navigators,
friends, and supporters.
I arrived in Aachen on Monday to meet with
Danielle Aamodt, the USEF director of driving,
to figure out the lay of the land and to get my
credentials. At World Cup and Championship
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events, credentials are a big deal. Without them, you cannot get into the stables, the competitors’ parking area, the
show, or warm-up arenas and can’t even
get into the event without the entrance
fee and a long line. More importantly,
at Aachen, the pass also got you daily
meals and drinks in the driving party
room and cafeteria.
On Tuesday morning, the stables
opened, and the drivers, horses, grooms,
and trainers all arrived and began to settle in. Like most shows in Europe, most
of the drivers and competitors develop a
campsite with large attached tents and
living quarters for the drivers and their
grooms. With so many drivers camping,
these mini towns are large and contain
all the necessary items of comfort, which
include showers, bathrooms, power, and
water for the people. The horses have
typical accommodations of portable stabling, but unlike the U.S., there are usually limited water spouts and a small wash
area for the horses. In Europe, there is
lots of sharing of space and resources.
Sharing starts with the warm-up arenas. At a show like Aachen, with jumpers, eventing, and dressage, everyone
is required to use specific areas so as to
not tread on others and to avoid conflict.
While most horses in Europe are accustomed to driving, there are still a few that
give the carriages a long, hard look. So,
the driving stabling is a fair distance from
the other stables and warm arenas. The
path is determined, but usually also includes plenty of the public and traditional
supporters of team members of grooms,
trainers and officials. The horse inspection at a place like Aachen also included
a lot of sharing and tight spaces. The job
gets done but not without a bit of leaping
and plunging because the horses are so fit.
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At Aachen, only the top four-in-hand
drivers in the world are invited. Since
there are less than 25 competitors in the
schedule, the driving cards are filled with
other events in addition to the CDE, including a separate dressage test, a Gamblers Choice cones course, and the famous Ride and Drive. These extras are
separate events and boost the benefit
of bragging rights and prize money. The
other dressage test, marathon, and a final day of cones are for the CDE but also
carry prize money and of course, bragging rights. However, the biggest thrill

of all is the prize-giving ceremonies each
day for each event in the main arena. The
main arena is only used for jumping and
the ride and drive, so it is a big thrill for
the drivers and sponsors to drive into
the huge arena and parade around. The
crowd is enormous and excited, making
the trip all that much better. I was invited
to ride in on Wednesday, and I can tell you
it was a thrill of a lifetime!
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What’s Right About This Turnout?

Governess Cart
by John Greenall
Research: John Greenall
Author: Sue Greenall

When the industrial revolution exploded in the 1800s in both England and
the United States, the emerging middle class was eagerly industrious in
showing off their new wealth.
However, they needed advice about turning
out their new homes and stables correctly; no
one wanted any embarrassment! Books like
Garland’s Private Stable and Fairman Roger’s
Manual of Coaching were written as guides to
follow every detail of looking rich. They were
not unlike etiquette books of today when planning a formal wedding. At this time, the golden
age of carriage design was at its peak, and yearly, dozens of new carriage designs were being
turned out to entice the nouveau riche. The
competition was intense.
One of the most popular new vehicles to
emerge around the turn of the century was
the governess cart. The newly wealthy families
had governesses to look after their children,
and what better way to show off your children
(and their governess) than to take them for a
carriage ride around the neighborhood for all

to see. This could be a challenging assignment
with just one child to watch, let alone several, yet this vehicle was specifically designed to
both contain and entertain the contents.
There is no record of who came up with
the idea for the governess cart as the design
followed the format of the popular English tub
cart (not to be confused with the Irish term tub
cart, which meant anything with two wheels).
More or less square with high sides of solid
wood and a rear door, passengers sat on the
sides facing each other.
The modifications to create the governess
cart were primarily made for the safety of the
children, as up to five or six could be piled into
the vehicle. The interior had two long seats in
a wagonette style, which could accommodate
numerous children and their toys and perhaps
a dog or two. The governess had to have some

Gail Ann Joyce of Damascus, Maryland, showed Yvette Harris’ Welsh pony at the Morven Park pleasure show in
June. Photo by Michael Stylianos
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This Governess Cart is an antique with original wicker. The maker is unknown. Photo by Michael Stylianos

way of keeping them occupied. The vehicle, primarily pony driven, hung low and was supported with two elliptic springs, keeping the center of gravity low. The rear of the vehicle had a center door and outside step. The door’s handle was on the outside
only and set down low so it could only be opened easily from the
outside; unreachable by the children. Considering what the
vehicle was designed to do, a rock-solid pony was preferred.
However, governess carts were made for many different size
horses, and four-wheel governess carts were also made with few
still in existence
In the United States, carts with woven wicker sides were the
most popular and are still plentiful. The top of the door is wicker
as well, which flares out a bit to match the angle of the sides. The
cart was designed to be a day vehicle. I don’t think I have seen
any with lamps. They are usually turned out with a painted black
body. Wheels and shafts are painted as well with bright colors,
red being the most common, some striped some not. The wicker
could be natural or stained.
As vehicles aged the wicker became dull and cracked, so often governess carts are found with painted wicker. One of my
first attempts at restoration was such a cart. Eager to restore
the wicker to its original natural finish, I took the cart to a local
paint stripping operation that had huge vats into which furniture
was dipped. The vat could accommodate an entire carriage body.
They even built a fire under the vat to speed up the process, and
I am sure nothing like this still exists today. Into the vat went
the body and 20 minutes later, eager to see my prize, the body
came out with a huge glob oozing down the sides. What I had
thought was wicker was actually woven paper, so artfully done
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that it looked just like wicker. The stripping reduced that lovely
cart to nothing but under gear. From that point on, I always used
a knife to determine if it was painted wicker or woven paper. I
found several vehicles that turned out to have woven paper.
The vehicle is lightweight, so no collar is needed, but one
could be used if the drivers prefers. A pad is being used under
the saddle to make it more comfortable for the pony. This is done
as the vehicle has just two wheels, so its weight does rest on the
pony’s back, and the pad adds to the animal’s comfort. As this is
such a light cart, a gig pad is not necessary.
The driver is dressed with a tailored look, as this is not a formal vehicle. The hat has a brim but it is not overwhelming with
this vehicle. The red color enhances the wheels, and the black
on the hatband picks up the black body. The driver is wearing a
well-fitted jacket with long sleeves accented by wearing a scarf,
which is an easy way to dress up an outfit. Just changing the scarf
can give the driver a new look in seconds with little cost. The
plaid apron is perfect for a summer afternoon drive, of which this
vehicle is so well suited.
So just where does one sit? This driver is alone and therefore
sits in the mid position of the right side to balance the vehicle
on the pony’s back. Passengers, often children, could sit on the
left side, and a child could be positioned in front of the driver on
the right.
The Welsh pony is ideal for this vehicle and just the correct
size. It is a pleasure to see these antique vehicles still being used.
Although the governess cart was never meant to be a show vehicle, it is wonderful to see it displayed.
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For the Sport of Carriage Driving
If your only goal is to stop at a specified place
and time, that’s great. However, you may not know
that this most fundamental transition can help all
of your horse’s other movements.

The Humble Walk/Halt
Transition
by Andy Marcoux
You probably haven’t thought much about
a walk-to-halt transition. It seems so very simple. Your horse is walking, then you ask him to
halt, and he does. Enough said, right?
If your only goal is to stop at a specified
place and time, that’s great. However, you may
not know that this most fundamental transition
can help all of your horse’s other movements.
All too often, drivers and riders skip over
training this important transition. They mistakenly place a higher value on the trot to halt
transition because that is what is called for at
the upper levels. This myopic view disregards
the fact that the result is not the method.
In other words, a beautiful trot to halt transition (the result), isn’t created by drilling a
million trot/halt transitions. That only teaches
the horse to stop abruptly when asked. The
horse ends up stopping by whatever means he
deems necessary, usually bracing with the forehand and throwing the head up and back. That
lack of technique leads to unbalanced, crooked halts, or a big steps sideways or back at the
conclusion.
A Square Halt is a By-Product
Students often ask me how to get their horse
to halt square. The square halt isn’t a skill or
movement that you teach your horse. The
square halt is simply a body position that the
horse naturally ends in as the result of good
training. The square halt is the outward exhibit of balance and engagement in the halt. This
is just another example that the result is not
the method.
It is possible to teach a horse to ‘square up’
in his halt at the end of the transition. A clever
horse will learn that this is the desired pose at
the end of the halt and figure out the mechanics
of how to get there through the transition. Of
course, not all horses are that clever. And, this
technique is training backward from the finish
to the start.
If, on the other hand, the driver or rider prepares the horse for the halt by teaching him to
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be engaged and balanced, the square halt becomes almost inevitable. Additionally, the training for engagement and balance can be utilized
for other transitions, like changes within a gait
and changes in direction.
Training the Walk Halt
As with all transitions, the walk-to-halt transition relies upon the driver using good technique to establish the transition. That means
giving good preparation before the transition,
clear communication for the horse to execute
the transition, and good follow-through upon
completion of the transition. (Revisit issue #194
“Prepare for Transitions” March/April 2015 for
more on this subject)
Establish Place First
Rather than randomly stopping your horse
wherever and whenever the mood strikes you,
choose a specific target to halt your horse. In
the ring, that could be at the center of each side
of the arena. Out on the roads and trails, you
can choose landmarks such as a specific telephone pole or tree.
In competitive carriage driving, transitions
and movements are judged according to where
the nose of the horse is. So, if a halt is to be
completed at X in a dressage arena, the implication is that at the end of the halt, the horse’s
nose should be at X.
There are exceptions to this. Occasionally in
a dressage or reinsmanship test, the driver may
be asked to halt with the axle of the carriage
at a specified mark. For day-to-day training,
it’s best to choose to have your horse’s nose on
your target.
Choosing a specified target allows you to establish your timing for when you will prepare
your horse for the transition, request, and finally follow-through. As you repeat the exercise,
you’ll have something objective to measure
your success. You can see if the halt is too late
or too early, then adjust your communications
accordingly.
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Diminishing Steps
Often when a horse is preparing to halt,
they will take smaller steps before executing the halt. This makes perfect sense.
We humans often do that as well. It’s sort
of like putting on the brakes before you
stop your car.
The problem with that is the horse begins to disengage approaching the halt.
As the horse’s steps diminish in length,
the back legs travel a shorter distance under the horse’s body with each step. That
leads to the horse carrying more weight
on the forehand and giving up the use of
their powerful hindquarters to balance
their weight. The antidote is to ask your
horse to drive forward into the halt.
This is where using the same target
over and over again helps. The horse can
anticipate, through repetition, that you
are going to ask for a halt each time you
arrive at a given target. Once that understanding has been established, you can
ask the horse to adjust ‘how’ you want
him to carry himself into the halt.
As you approach your target, if your
horse begins to slow or take smaller steps,
use your driving aids to keep him moving forward into the halt. That may mean
clucking, verbally telling him to “walk up,”
and touching him with the whip. Think of
how you would use your aids to tell your
horse to trot from the walk.
Yes, at first, this may lead to some confusion between you and your horse. After all, you’re asking your horse to move
more forward just as you’re about to ask
him to halt. That may lead to your horse
breaking to a jig, or simply walking right
past your target.
That’s all part of the training. Keep
working at it, adjusting your aids and timing with each repetition. It won’t all come
together at once. You’ll get incremental
improvements over the course of many
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repetitions. This is something that will
take many individual workouts to perfect.
Indicators of Success
• Better Accuracy: As you hone in on
your timing and communication with
your horse, landing your halt at the
specified target will become easier.
• Smoother Communication: Your horse
will be more willing to halt at your
target. There will be fewer back-andforth questions or arguments. Your
horse will be more responsive and
willing to halt.
• More Engagement: Your horse’s hindquarters will begin to be more engaged. The distance between your
horse’s front and hind feet will be
shorter.
• Better Balance: Your horse will begin
to halt closer to square. Usually, the
front feet begin to show squareness
first, with the hind legs being slightly
out of line with one another. As you
continue the training in subsequent
workouts, the difference in the hind
feet will continue to diminish.
From the Trot
To carry this training toward trot-to-halt
transitions, you must work incrementally. If you simply decide to jam your horse
into the halt from the trot, you’ll throw
out all of the great benefits that this training has netted you.
The training starts by completing a
trot-to-walk transition well before your
halt. This means at least 10-15 meters
(yards) of walking before the halt. That
way, your trot-to-walk transition doesn’t
spill over into your halt transition, since
that can lead to your horse once again
taking smaller steps into the transition.
Your goal is to establish two distinct
transitions. First, the trot-to-walk transi-

tion, followed by the walk-to-halt transition. When you’ve accomplished that, you
can return to driving your horse forward
in the walk up to the halt.
Then begin to reduce the distance between the trot/walk and walk/halt transition. Start by counting how many steps
(individual footfalls) your horse is taking
between the walk transition and the halt.
It should be in the range of 8-15 steps.
Focus on reducing those steps
by one or two steps. If your horse is
taking eight steps of a forward walk before the halt, adjust your timing so that
you get six steps. You can continue diminishing the number of steps so long as the
walk maintains forward momentum with
full strides.
Believe it or not, three full strides of a
forward walk before the halt often looks
more impressive than a horse that slams
on the brakes to go from a trot directly
into a halt. The horse will have greater
balance, engagement, and poise.
Better yet, all of that will carry forward
into a better upward transition from the
halt. And with a better-balanced horse
in the upward transition, the resulting
movement will have greater engagement
and impulsion. That will lead to better
rhythm, impulsion, and bending.
Who knew so many things could come
from the modest walk-to-halt transition?
Time and Patience
Your greatest allies in this project are
time and patience. This isn’t something
that you can establish with your horse in
just one or two workouts. It takes carefully planned training sessions in which
you build incremental improvements, one
upon another. However, if you stick with
the project, all of your horse’s movements
will improve.
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But besides the half-dozen or so draft
teams that Opa had, he also had two trucks,
both from before WWII. When they worked,
they were, of course, faster than the draft horses –
yet, they were not as reliable, as they often
spent their time in the repair shop,
and spare parts were hard to get.

From Behind My Splinter Bar

More Memories
by Hardy Zantke
How about another one of my childhood
memories from my grandfather’s stable with
his draft horses in East Germany in the early
1950s? In my last one, I shared how we bought
“Lisch” from a farmer, and my Uncle Fink
rode her home – and she did not get along
with the neighbor on the other side of her partition “Liese.”
Now, to explain a little bit more: Usually, all
of Opa’s horses were fairly heavy draft horses
– many of them of various mixed breeds. One
team, a draft horse pair, I do remember, were
Belgians. Those were the two biggest. Most
of the others were slightly smaller – along the
Schleswig and various other mixed breeds, but
they all qualified as draft horses. Accordingly,
they were always driven at the walk. Speed was
not of the essence in those days for most of
their loads. It was more important to preserve
their health, their feet, and bones, as they were
doing their work, day in, day out, five and a half
days a week on the city’s paved streets – most
of which were still paved with cobblestones.
I only recall a couple of streets with asphalt
cover, but some more modern streets did not
have the big square cobblestones, but instead
smaller rectangular, perhaps 2-3 inches square
– basalt rocks – as we still see them these days
in some fancy driveways. We called that ‘Blaubasalt’ (blue basalt), and the teamsters did not
like those streets much when it rained, as the
horses could slip more easily on those. The big
heavy cobblestones – and spaces between them
– provided a much better grip.
Since Wismar is in northern Germany, it
was mainly flat, yet there were a couple of hills
in the city. Pulling uphill with a heavy load, the
horses really had to get into draft; while going
downhill, the teamster would help to hold the
dray with the hand crank brake, which applied
the braking power via a heavy wooden brake
shoe to the hind wheels. But the horses still
needed to help. Only the few horses that went
as singles had breeching, while all the teams
(pairs) worked without breeching and had to
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hold back via the pole chains with heavy leather
neck straps. They also used those to back-up
the loads into the loading docks as well as in
the drayage yard.
These days I see many carriage pair drivers
not trusting their horses to be able to hold the
carriage without breechings. We did not have
that problem, even with heavy freight wagons
– and I can also only point them to take a look
at coaching horses. They, too, are driven to the
heavy coaches without breeching. But yes, in
more hilly country and in mountain driving
with heavy loads, there breeching is being used
for draft hitches. They are then driven with full
collars – which of course coach horses are too –
whereas Opa’s draft hitches all just used breast
collars – probably for the ease of fitting it to
different horses – and I’m sure those were less
expensive as well.
Besides the slipping on wet (blue) basalt
pavement, I was also taught to watch out for
the streetcar rails. The city did have a few of
those embedded in between the pavement. Except for a few fancy moving vans, which already
had hard rubber tires, all other wagons still had
heavy steel tires around their wooden fellows
with the wagon’s loading platform supported
by heavy-duty elliptic springs. So one had to
be careful when crossing the streetcar rails to
make sure to cross them only at a fairly steep
angle, as otherwise when crossing only slightly
parallel to them, like when overtaking a parked
vehicle, one could easily get a steel tire caught
in the groove of the steel track. At the very
least, that would change the direction of travel
rather suddenly, jerking the horses, or worse,
resulting in hitting the parked vehicle, one just
had wanted to pass. Or it could also mean a broken wheel.
Steel plates in the streets and manhole covers were also something to watch out for, especially if they were wet – as the horses could
easily slip on them – and even the more so
when going up or downhill with heavy pulling
or holding back.
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Flying newspapers on a windy day were
dangerous. Those were about the only
things that I remember the horses might
shy away from. Nothing else ever seemed
to bother them, not even the steam locomotive in the rail yard puffing away or
even giving some blasts on the horn.
Usually, we took our loads from the
railroad station or delivered it there,
which required either backing into the
loading dock, or more often getting parallel to it for sideloading, as mostly there
was not enough space for backing into it.
On occasion, we would also pick up loads
directly out of the rail cars in the yard,
positioning the wagon parallel to the railcar. Not always was there enough room to
get to the rail car that we needed. Nobody
had the time to wait for a locomotive to
position the rail car to our liking – nor the
money to pay for it. Instead, if only a little movement of the rail car were needed,
the teamsters would do that with a heavy
crowbar underneath the rail car’s wheel
and a brake block to stop it again if needed. But if the crowbar treatment wasn’t
enough, well, then it would be time to unhitch one of the horses off the wagon and
put him with a chain in front – or rather
on the side – of the rail car. None of this
would faze the draft horses. It was all in
a day’s work.
But besides the half-dozen or so draft
teams that Opa had, he also had two
trucks, both from before WWII. When
they worked, they were, of course, faster
than the draft horses – yet, they were not
as reliable, as they often spent their time
in the repair shop, and spare parts were
hard to get.
So to have another option for something in between the slow and steady
walking heavy draft horse teams, Opa also
had a warmblood mare – the above mentioned “Liese,” which didn’t get along that
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first night with the newcomer “Lisch.” So
Liese would be used as a single with a
light ‘express’ wagon, to do exactly that:
pick up and deliver express packages.
She still was supposed to be driven only
at the walk, yet her walk was easily at 6-7
kph, whereas Burmeister’s drafts probably did just 4 kph. But he always was
teased by the other teamster for the slow
walk of his team. The other teamsters
urged their teams on more, Burmeister
just had too much heart for his horses –
as well as the little boy coming along with
him. He was just such a gentle man. He
would also always supplement the rations
of his horses with apple and potato skins
and other vegetable scraps from his wife’s
kitchen – and yes, his horses always had
the roundest bellies and shiniest coats.
Naturally, he got teased over that too
by the other teamsters. Opa appreciated how Burmeister cared for his horses,
so he never gave him a hard time for not
urging his horses on for a faster walk,
even though, of course from a business
perspective, the other teamsters did get
more done – but perhaps they also wore
out their horses faster. Because now and
then, after having worked the city pavement for many years, a horse might get
lame. If it was more than a short-term
lameness, perhaps cured by some time
off as in my previous chapter about Lothar (even though I don’t remember if
Lothar got better or not) sometimes the
horse then needed to get out of the city
life – and often still had useful time left
out of the city with farm life on softer
ground in the fields.
Even though they were ‘business inventory,’ Opa did have a heart for his
horses and took pride that none of them
were thin or showed their ribs. Even in
tough business times he would always
make sure that none of the teamsters

would skip in feed rations, but Burmeister would always go a little extra beyond
the call of duty, and Opa appreciated that;
and while Opa loved all of his draft horses,
his special love was the warmblood mare
Liese. To my knowledge, Opa never had
been a rider, yet he certainly loved a good
looking and slightly more spirited horses,
and that’s what Liese was. So Opa would
always have a piece of sugar in his pocket
when he came into the stable, and Liese
would get that. I did not care for Liese at
all. I probably was jealous that Liese got
the sugar cube and not ‘my’ Burmeister’s
horses, but also, I was a bit afraid of Liese
as she was so much more high strung
than the draft horses. I would not dare
to go into Liese’s tie stall, where one had
to come up from behind – and I probably
also was told by Opa as well as the other adults not to do so and to keep clear
of Liese – she just couldn’t be trusted as
much with a little boy as the draft horses.
As a youngster, I wouldn’t walk into their
tie stalls from behind either with the other draft horses – and probably was also
told not too – but with ‘my’ Burmeister’s
horses, that was ok. Later, when I came
back on vacation as a teenager and was
tall enough to put my hand on the croup
of any horse, I could walk into the stall
just as the teamsters did too. But at that
time, unfortunately, Liese wasn’t around
anymore. No more single hitch for ‘express’ packages then. I assume probably
the government-owned competitor “VEB
Kraftverkehr” had taken away that part of
the business by then.
So, I still had to wait many years before I could drive a warmblood.
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Calendar

Drives, clinics, and competitions

November
November 2-3 | Tejas Carriage Assoc. CDE,
DT & CT, Blackstar Farm, Rockwall, TX.
Steve Leek, 214-758-8663,
sleek5@verizon.net
November 2-3 | Halloween Hustle, Oak
Run Farm, Moorpark, CA. Jody Cutler,
m.jody.cutler@gmail.com 805-501-4060
www.whippersnappers.com
November 29 - 30 | Dixie Draft Horse
Auction, Troutman, NC. 330-893-3541,
www.dixiehorseauction.com

December
December 5-8 | ADS Annual Members
Meeting, Grand Oaks Resort, Weirsdale,
FL. 608-237-7382; Abbie Trexler,
abbie@americandrivingsociety.org
Stacy Carlson,
stacy@americandrivingsociety.org

December 6-8 | Driving Event at 2019 ADS
Annual Meeting, Hosted by The Grand
Oaks Resort and the ADS Board of
Directors. Weirsdale, FL. ADS
608-237-7382, Abbie Trexler,
abbie@americandrivingsociety.org
Stacy Carlson,
stacy@americandrivingsociety.org

January 2020
January 2-5 | Nature Coast Driving Trial,
Black Prong Equestrian Center, Bronson,
FL. 352-486-1234,
blackprongcenter@gmail.com
January 23-26 | Grand Oaks CDE, The
Grand Oaks Resort, Weirsdale, FL. Kacy
Tipton-Fashik, 352-409-1398,
kacyf@thegrandoaks.com
January 29-February 2 | Grand Oaks CDE,
The Grand Oaks Resort, Weirsdale, FL.
Kacy Tipton-Fashik, 352-409-1398,
kacyf@thegrandoaks.com

February 2020
February 7-9 | Grand Oaks Classic CT &
Derby, The Grand Oaks Resort, Weirsdale,
FL. Kacy Tipton Fashik, 352-409-1398,
kacyF@thegrandoaks.com
February 14-16 | Spring Fling, Florida
Horse Park, Ocala, FL. Cypress Keep,
813-495-0070, porterjh007@gmail.com
February 15 | Small But Mighty HDT,
Chateau Log Farm Sud, Windsor, SC. Mary
Baillie, Baillie.mary15@gmail.com
647-238-8380

March 2020
March 4-8 | Live Oak International,
Reddick, FL. Damian Guthrie, damian@
liveoakinternational.com 786-303-2681; Jan
Hamilton, janethamilton@gmail.com
239-464-6932
March 20-22 | Windsor Trace CT & CDE,
Windsor, SC. Lisa Singer, 610-960-3695,
chateaulog@gmail.com Rebecca Gutierrez,
803-646-0462, reb.syd@gmail.com

March 27-29 | Black Prong Driving Trial,
Black Prong Equestrian Center, Bronson,
FL. 352-486-1234,
blackprongcenter@gmail.com

April 2020
April 9-12 | Southern Pines CDE, Carolina
Horse Park, Raeford, NC. Kelly Valdes,
910-603-2449, fkvaldes@gmail.com
Ann Pringle, 910-691-7735,
annpringle54@gmail.com
April 18-19 | NTW Sunrise Ridge Driving
Trial and Combined Test, Sunrise Ridge
Ranch, Paradise, TX. Kate Morgan,
Katemorgan@gmail.com 817-688-9580
April 25 | Toad Hollow ADT, Toad Hollow
Farm, Charlottesville, VA. Ann Sutherland,
bvrcrk4@aol.com 434-825-2023

May 2020
May 2-3 | Carriage Classic in the Pines, Big
Sky Farm, Southern Pines, NC. Maureen
Grippa, 910-916-4938,
mgrippa1@gmail.com Deborah Branson,
910-690-8669, odysseynor@aol.com
May 9-10 | GMHA Spring CT & ADT, South
Woodstock, VT. Kelly Cyr,
Kelly@gmhainc.org 802-457-1509
May 16 | 2020 James River Classic ADT, The
Meadow Event Park, Doswell, VA.
Lynn Legg, lmlegg22@gmail.com
May 16 | Carolina Carriage Club DT & CT,
Windridge Farms, Mooresboro, NC. Alicia
Henderson, Windridgeservices@gmail.com
828-595-3950 www.windridgefarmsNC.com
May 30-31 | Pioneer Pleasure Driving
Show, Seward County Fairgrounds,
Seward, NE. Garnet Blatchford,
garnetblat@gmail.com 402-681-6779

June 2020
June 6-7 | Elk Creek CDE, Fair Hill
Department of Natural Resources, Elkton,
MD. Diane Trefry, 443-553-1453,
unicorn6855@gmail.com Lisa Singer,
610-960-8695, chateaulog@gmail.com

June 19-21 | Metamora CT & CDE,
Windrush Farm, Metamora, MI. Darlene
Daly, ddaly37@gmail.com 810-441-0888;
Barbara Chapman, adsbarb@hotmail.com
810-678-2500
June 20-21 | Midwest Carriage Festival,
Walworth County Fairgrounds, Elkhorn,
WI. Michele Hahn,
michelehahn@hotmail.com 608-558-3436
June 26-28 | Bromont International
Driving, Bromont Olympic Equestrian Park,
Bromont, QC. Association Equestre
Centaure,
driving@internationalbromont.org
450-534-0787

July 2020
July 17-19 | Lorenzo Driving Competition,
Lorenzo State Historic Site, Cazenovia, NY.
Hannah Polson, polshanb@gmail.com
802-522-6574, www.lorenzodriving.org

August 2020
August 1-2 | Eastern Iowa Carriage Glow CT
& Pleasure Show, Laurie Renda, laurie@
touchofglassinc.com 319-360-1078,
www.easterniowacarriageglow.com
August 21-23 | GMHA Combined Driving
Event & CT, South Woodstock, VT. Kelly
Cyr, kelly@gmhainc.org 802-457-1509,
www.gmhainc.org
August 30-31 | Windridge Farms DT & CT,
Windridge Farms, Mooresboro, NC. Alicia
Henderson, Windridgeservices@gmail.com
828-595-3950 www.windridgefarmsNC.com

September 2020
September 12-13 | Villa Louis Carriage
Classic, Villa Louis Historic Site, Prairie du
Chien, WI. Michael Rider, info@
carriageclassic.com 608-326-4436,
www.carriageclassic.com

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP,
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Publication Title: Driving Digest
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September 12-13 | Gladstone Driving
Horse Driving Trial, Hamilton Farm Golf
and Equestrian Center, Gladstone, NJ.
Gayle A. Stinson, joshiloh@yahoo.com
908-752-2653
September 18-20 | GMHA Fall Driving
Classic, South Woodstock, VT. Kelly Cyr,
Kelly@gmhainc.org 802-457-1509
www.gmhainc.org
September 18-20 | Timberland CT & HD,
Carolina Horse Park, Raeford, NC.
Dana Diemer, dana1@pegasusridge.com
910-315-9902

More at www.drivingdigest.com/calendar
Clubs and organizations are invited to list drives, clinics, competitions and other activities in this calendar on a space available basis. Listing must be submitted
at least 12 weeks prior to event. Items advertised in Driving Digest are listed in bold type. Some calendar items are obtained from listings made available by
associations and publications such as ADS, AHSA, CAA and Rural Heritage Magazine. Driving Digest attempts to check the accuracy of these listings but cannot
be responsible for cancellations and corrections. Readers are advised to call ahead before driving long distances to ensure the event is still scheduled.
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Directory
Double E Carriages LLC

Hats Off Boutique

Quality Restoration and Repairs

Exquisitely Designed Hats and Accessories

• New Wicker & Repair •
• Complete Restoration •

www.Hatsoffboutique.com
Hatsoffboutique@yahoo.com
S 2933 County Road T
Baraboo, Wisc. 53913

• Repair & Service Center •
• Custom Carriage Covers •
• New Spindle Seats •

215-220

Phone 717-768-8484
40 North Harvest Rd .• Bird-in-Hand, PA 17505
219-224

219-224

Bred to Drive
970-764-7741
Pagosa Springs, Colorado
www.superiorstables.com

218-223

bigblackhorse.com

Jeff and Ginny Pomije

• Easy Entry Carts

Big Black Horse, LLC
34223 201st Avenue
Montgomery, MN 56069
507-602-0920

• Custom Embroidery

jeff@bigblackhorse.com

Horse Tack and Supplies

218-223

222-227

John and Sue Greenall
268 Kings Highway at Blood Hill Rd.
West Windsor, VT 05089
(802) 436-2266 • fax (802) 436-2828
9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

lampltr@montana.com

Specializing in fine carriage
lamp restorations, repairs.
217-225

FEI Rider • FEI Driver • USEF/ADS “R” CDE Judge
USDF Bronze, Silver, and Gold Medals

APPRAISALS, CARRIAGES, and APPOINTMENTS

406-962-3677
www.luminaryshoppe.com

poulinequestrian@aol.com
Poulin North: April-Oct
Petersham, MA

www.vermontel.com/~greenall
The EAGLE
and 14 other models

217-225
219-224

Poulin South: Nov-March
Ocala, FL – C: 508-574-0313

Training and clinics for all driving levels • Apartments and RV
hook-ups available • Olympic size covered arena
40 x 60 riding rings; 40 x 100 ring • Miles of driving

john@greenallcarriage.com

Harness • Appointments • Appraisals

www.shadylanewagons.com

220-225

• Hitchwagons
• Carriages
• Vis-Vis
• Sleighs
Send $3.50 for catalog

Dartmoor Pony
Registry of America
Dartmoors
A Sane Mind in a Sound Body

220-225

Lawrence Poulin

Let us help you get started or advance in the
exciting world of carriage driving.

11 Gray Lane • Joliet, MT 59041

803/646-0462 mobile
706/868-3772 office
rebecca@aikenhomesource.com
rebeccagutierrez.yourkwagent.com

218-223

GREENALL CARRIAGE HOUSE
Rick & Pat Bischoff

The only carriage driving Realtor
in Aiken, SC!

Trainer’s
Directory

• Comfy Fit Harness

• Mini, Pony and Draft

217-225

Rebecca Gutierrez
Realtor, Associate Broker

Big Black Horse

• Buggy and Work Harness

GYPSY VANNER HORSES

Owner

352-281-3823

• Custom Made Accessories •

218-223

Sherri Lower

Superior Stables

Woodlyn Coach Co., LLC

W. Craig Kellogg
Driving Trainer
Experienced in all levels of CDE and Pleasure
Southern Pines, N.C.
910-603-9744 or 910-692-9416
email: wcraigkellogg @embarqmail.com
213-218

Ivan Burkholder, Owner
Preserving the Breed

4410 TR 628 • Millersburg, OH 44654
(330) 674-9124 Fax (330) 674-3589
ivanburkholder@embarqmail.com

www.dartmoorpony.com
219-224

Restoring Antique Carriages • Parts and Supplies

218-223

220-225
221-226

Monroe Driving

CUSTOM SIZED

Giving drivers the knowledge to
drive with controlled freedom.

221-226

Available for lessons & clinics.

Meredith Commons Russo
Whipmaker
401.529.3735
mcrwhips@gmail.com
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Scott Monroe

221-226
203-208

218-223

217-225
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USEF “r” CDJ – ADS “R” CDJ – USEF “r”CDTD– ADS “r”CDTD
Equestrian Canada Senior CDJ
Portland, Maine • cell: 860-459-0208

email: scottmonroe@sbcglobal.net
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M Carriage Association of America
International Carriage
Symposium

Hilton Washington Dulles Hotel
Herndon, Virginia *New Location

January 23-25, 2020

Join us for a fun and educational weekend!
Including

Domestic and International Speakers
and

Visits to the National Sporting Library and the
Winmill Carriage Museum

Join the American Driving Society, Inc.!

Advertiser Index :: Issue 222
American Driving Society............................................................ 58

New Order
Renewal

AMHR............................................................................................ 41
Benefits include:
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Recreational and
Competitive Awards
Programs
Youth Championships
for CDE, Pleasure, and
Recreational Drivers.
Online access to
ADS Rulebooks
and Dressage Tests
The Omnibus*
ADS Trail Guide*
ADS publications,
The Whip and
The Wheelhorse*
Safety Education
And so much more!

Enclosed payment is for:

Carriage Association of America................................................. 58

(US DOLLARS ONLY)

Carriage Imports.......................................................................... 41
Carriage Talk ............................................................................... 54
Chocolate Horse Farm................................................................. 33
Pictured: Marcie Quist and
US Equestrian staff at
The National Drive.
Photo by Abbie Trexler.

Driving Essentials......................................................................... 47

h Us!
C me D rive W it
www.americandrivingsociety.org

Six issues a year.

1 year

2 years

(6 issues)

(12 issues)

US addresses
US with First Class postage

$32
$50

$56
$92

Canada
Other Countries

$46
$56

$74
$88

Grand Oaks Resort..................................................................... 5, 7

Name:

Hermitage Farm............................................................................. 1

Address:

*Available online

Learn more at
CAAOnline.com

Subscribe Now

Hunters Creek................................................... Inside Back Covwe
JM Saddler..................................................................... Back Cover
Martin Auctioneers........................................... Inside Front Cover
MCR Whips................................................................................... 33

City:
State, Zip:
Phone:
Email:

Midwest Custom Carriages.......................................................... 41
Mischka Driving Horse Calendar................................................. 29

Address Change Form
Must be received 4 weeks prior to mailing

New Heritage Farm Carriages..................................................... 40

Old Address (prefer subscriber mailing label)

Smuckers Harness........................................................................ 58

Name:

Twisted Luck Carriages................................................................ 29

Street:

Welsh Pony and Cob Society....................................................... 41

City:

Yonies............................................................................................ 33
Zilco.............................................................................................. 53

State, Zip, Country:

New Address (one change only per request)
Name:

Classifieds

Street:
City:

offers discounted rates to recognize
these special milestones
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Rate is $15 for 20 words or fewer. Additional words are $1.00 each. Words in ALL
CAPITALS are an additional $1.00 each. Abbreviations count as a word. Add $1.00
for tear sheet; $4.00 for issue. No discounts for classified ads. The publisher is not
responsible for errors due to illegible copy. Classified ad with black/white photo is
$35. Classified ad with color photo is $100. All classified ads will be placed on the
Digest’s webpage FREE of charge. Deadline is four weeks preceding publication.
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State, Zip, Country:

Mail to: Driving Digest
PO Box 120, Southern Pines, NC 28388
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WCC Carriages

Guest Editorial

Why Isn’t My (insert
item here) Selling?
by Bill Kraatz

We’ve heard over and over again about the world’s oldest profession.
Prostitution is not the world’s oldest profession. The old sages who
coined that phrase were wrong. Sales is the world’s oldest profession!
Let’s, for a moment, rewind the tape – way back to Eve in the Garden.
It was the serpent who ‘sold’ that shiny apple to her. Extending sales
a bit further, a sale is very important to the prostitute, as well!
Now, getting back to Driving Digest’s normal
family content, making the sale can be important to the horseman as well.
For our purposes today, marketing and sales
are inextricably intertwined. My old marketing
professors would die if they read this sentence
(oh, wait – they already have!) So, let’s call
marketing the sizzle, and your harness, carriage, horse, etc. is the steak. Never overlook
that sizzle! There is an old saying that holds
true every single time. “If you want premium
oats, you must pay a premium price. If you’d
like them cheaper, we can always run them
through a horse!” We want your product to be
‘premium,’ because, I think, you’d always prefer
top dollar.
So, how do you develop sizzle? Keep the 3
Ps in mind. I live with them having brokered
Kentucky horse properties for 30 years.
Presentation
Your product must be presented in ‘showroom’
condition. Your horse must exude great conditioning and nutrition. Harness or vehicles
must totally gleam. Do not forget to floss under
your terrets and between your spokes. It will
pay off. Take time to photograph, or get a pro.
The background is critical, lighting is critical.
With horses (live animals), it’s even far more
complex to make sure the presentation is the
best possible. Under presentation too, is honesty. If your horse is 15.3 hands, please don’t
advertise him as almost 16.2. If your vehicle is
pony size, please don’t suggest it’s suitable for
a full-size horse. A straightforward, realistic,
60 • DRIVING DIGEST

yet excellent presentation will net you more
money and save time and your reputation. The
horse world, especially in driving disciplines, is
a tiny one.
Promotion (or placement)
Promotion is also a biggie. Refrigerators are
rarely sold in automotive magazines, and cars
aren’t typically advertised in publications
geared toward coin collectors. Why then, do
we try pushing harness and horses in so many
general ads, flyers, and social media? Products
must be promoted where the buyers are. Stick
to the equine-related social media and print
media like this magazine. Quite a simple concept, no?
Pricing
Pricing is the third critical component that always comes into play. Your product, and hence,
its price, must compare favorably with all the
competition. Buyers buy, when possible, on a
comparison basis; this, more than ever, when
selling a horse. It greatly behooves you to
spend time on the sales sites and determine
the optimum price range(s) for your products.
Your buyers are doing exactly that. As horse
buyers, we have learned to pay only so much
for ‘an FEI prospect.’ That phrase will not net
you more money.
So remember, to accomplish your goal of
selling the steak, your first priority is creating
that sizzle! If the Land Rover or Jaguar ad copywriter can do it, I know you can!
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WCC M-100
Mini - Small Pony
Batmobile Marathon
Front & Rear Brakes; Single;
3 New Ones in Stock;
Choice of Colors;
245 lbs.
SPECIAL $4,995.00

Bob Cook

Hunter’s Creek Farm, Inc.
347 Old Dewberry Lane
Southern Pines, NC
28387
Carriage House

533 Edmonds Road
Cameron, NC 28326
910.693.1121 (Home & Office)
910.391.5598 (Cell)
Hunterscreek@embarqmail.com
www.horsecarriages.com

Cindy Cook O’Reilly
WCCSales Manager
832 Cranes Creek Road
Cameron, N.C. 28326
910.315.3227
WCC Approved Dealers
FLORIDA
The Grand Oaks
of Weirsdale, FL
Sales by Tom Warriner,
Vice President
Toll Free 866.500.2237
tom@thegrandoaks.com
www.thegrandoaks.com
CANADA
Randy Bird
Equine Educator
5200 White Road Harwood
Ontario, Canada - KOKO2HO
905.342.3053
www.randybird.ca
WEST COAST
Jeanne Williams
Sargent Equestrian Center
l5757 E. Sargent Road
Lodi, California
209.727.0200 (Office)
650.465.8528 (Cell)
jeanne@sargentequest.com
www.sarqentequest.com

WCC M-140
Single Pony Batmobile Marathon
Front-Rear-5th wheel brakes;
2 new ones in stockchoice of colors;
345 lbs.
$8,995.00
WCC M-160
Single Horse Marathon
Front-Rear-5th wheel brakes;
2 new ones in stockchoice of colors;
385 lbs.
SPECIAL $9995.00
WCC M-360
Horse Pair Batmobile Marathon
Loaded with all the options;
lightly used.
800 lbs.
$9900.00
WCC Pony Shetty
Spider Presentation
Single & Pair.
Front-Rear-5th wheel brakes;
Black with black upholstery.
11 hand to 13’2” ponies.
Lightly used.
365 lbs.
$5,295.00
WCC Pony & Cobb Single & Pair
Presentation
Front-Rear-5th wheels; delayed steering;
black with ivory pin striping, wood trim,
black upholstery; spares drawer.
Loaded with every latest option!
575 lbs.
SPECIAL $10,995.00

Two Year WARRANTY on ANY WCC DEFECTIVE PART

www.horsecarriages.com

We also import a small quantity of carriages from
China at very reasonable prices.

Fill your sleigh with
®
SADDLER’S

SADDLER’S® TLC cleans leather and restores natural oils with a fast, one-step
process – wipe on leather, then wipe it off. The job’s done!
SADDLER’S® PRESERVATIVE conditions leather in all kinds of weather.
Protects new leather, restores used and neglected leather.
SADDLER’S® BLANKET WASH is bio-degradable and earth friendly –
Specially formulated to clean and safely remove odors from horse blankets,
saddle pads, pet beds, sleeping bags, and washable outdoor gear.
FIRST REACH OINTMENT® soothes and relieves minor cuts, scrapes, chapping,
sores, burns and other minor skin rritations. Penetrates quickly, aiding in fast
healing by providing a protective barrier.
RAPLAST® is a unique stop-chewing training aid that stops horses from chewing on
wraps, blankets, wood, manes and tails, plus more. Works by sight, smell and taste.
QUITCHEW ® is Saddler’s newest stop-chewing training aid. Clear, colorless
weather-resistant formula won’t stain! Spray on wood fences, trailer ties, blankets,
and other outdoor items.
FIND US ON FACEBOOK:
www.facebook.com/
jm.saddler.1

Scan to order!

All Saddler’s products
are made in the U.S.A.

J.M. Saddler, Inc. • (800) 627-2807 • (979) 693-5214 FAX • www.jmsaddler.com

